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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General introduction and objectives

In the last years, an increasing interest in materials filled with solid particles is observed.
Indeed, these materials show many interesting features such as high mechanical toughness,
low costs, many application fields. In general, a suspension consists of discrete particles
randomly distributed in a fluid medium. They can be divided in three categories according
to the physical state of the particles inside the liquid: solid suspensions (solid particles in
a liquid), emulsions (liquid droplets in a liquid) and gas in a liquid. In this work we will
consider solid particles in a liquid.

There are many important applications of these kinds of materials: polymer melts with
fillers, biomedical materials, paints, inks, rubbers, food, etc. So it is very important to
understand the rheological properties of these composites in order to improve the processing
stage and to predict their mechanical properties.

Important characteristics of solid particle suspensions are the filler size, shape, and
concentration, plus the rheology of the suspending liquid. The possible range of variation of
those parameters leads to quantitative and qualitative changes of the suspension properties.
For an example, solid inclusions can range from macroscopic to nanoscopic characteristic
dimensions, hence the appropriate dynamics of these systems is governed by very different
laws. Consequently, a very ample literature does exist on suspension mechanics, often
centered on specific topics (see e.g. the reviews [1, 2, 3]).

It is well known that the addition of rigid particles to a liquid alters the flow field.
An example of the effect of an inclusion in a fluid is depicted in Figure 1.1 [4, 5]: the
sphere determines a strong deformation in the streamlines. The streamlines become regular
sufficiently far from the particles, where the fluid does not feel the presence of the inclusions.
It is quite obvious that two or more particles close to each other lead to even more drastic
changes in the fluid dynamic of the suspension with respect to the unfilled fluid (see
Figure 1.1b and 1.1c). In general, no theory can be assessed in such a situation.

Furthermore, with increasing volume fraction, the hydrodynamic effects lead to varia-
tions in the rheological properties too [6] and the presence of high concentrations of solid
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2 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Streamline pattern visualized by suspending aluminum powder. (from [4, 5]).

particles can lead to typical viscoelastic phenomena such as shear thinning or shear thick-
ening, even if the fluid medium shows a Newtonian behaviour.

For an example, in Figure 1.2 (from [7]), the viscosity of a suspension of charged
poly(styrene-ethylacrylate) copolymer spheres in water as a function of shear stress is
plotted. The curves refer to different volume fractions. In spite of the Newtonian nature
of the suspending fluid, non linear behaviors can be observed. First of all, an increasing
viscosity is found if the concentration of particles is increased. Furthermore, if the volume
fraction is sufficiently high, the viscosity shear thins, showing a typical phenomenon of a
viscoelastic fluid.

Therefore, the solid volume fraction in these materials is a crucial parameter and, by
varying it, completely different phenomena can be observed. In this regard, the suspensions
can be divided in dilute and concentrated systems, according to the quantity of the filler
inside the fluid. A suspension is considered dilute if the solid volume fraction is not more
than 5 − 6%, whereas for a concentrated suspension it can even achieve the 30 − 40%.

The simplest case that one can consider is the rheology of a dilute suspension of non-
Brownian rigid spheres in a Newtonian fluid. The 100 years old analysis by Einstein [8] gives
the first prediction of the bulk rheology of a dilute suspension of buoyancy-free, inertialess
rigid spheres in a Newtonian liquid, condensed in the famous formula η = η0(1 + 2.5φ)
(with η the viscosity of the suspension, η0 the viscosity of the suspending fluid, and φ
the volume fraction). However, despite of the obvious relevance, the viscoelasticity of the
suspending fluid has received relatively scarce attention.

The objective of this thesis is to analyze the rheology and the flow fields of a suspen-
sion of solid particles inside a viscoelastic medium. The analysis is carried out for dilute as
well as concentrated systems, by using, of course, different procedures. Indeed, the main
difference regards the hydrodynamic effects between the particles. The main assumption
in a dilute system is that the particles are so far one to each other that they do not feel
the presence of the others. In other words, no hydrodynamic interaction arises. On the
contrary, by increasing the solid concentration, the particles are very close so the hydrody-
namic effects cannot be neglected anymore and they play an important role affecting the
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Figure 1.2: Viscosity versus shear stress for aqueous suspensions of charged poly(styrene-
ethylacrylate) copolymer spheres at various volume fractions (from [7]).

rheology and the local flow fields. In conclusion, we need a different simulation algorithm
in order to take into account the hydrodynamic effects.

In both cases, the local fields (such as velocity, pressure, stress tensor, etc.) are cal-
culated by solving the governing equations of the system. These distributions give useful
information about the microstructure of the suspension and they show how the presence of
the inclusions can affect the fluid domain with respect to the unfilled medium. Then, the
macroscopic properties of the suspension as a whole (= bulk properties) are investigated.
These properties are related to the bulk stress that is recovered by integrating the local
stress field over the whole fluid domain. In this regard, we use the Batchelor bulk stress
formula [9] where the bulk stress is given by a fluid as well as a solid contribution.

1.2 Dilute suspensions

This work can be divided in two main parts. In the first one, the main assumption is
the diluteness of the system. The fluid is modeled like a viscoelastic medium and the
first analysis is carried out by choosing the Second Order Fluid (SOF) model. The SOF
theory is valid when the flow is slow and slowly varying, i.e. very low Weissenberg number.
This feature allows to carry out a perturbative approach in order to solve the problem.
Therefore, an analytical procedure can be assessed.

In the past, the same problem has been studied in three different works [10, 11, 12],
giving conflicting results. Quite recently, the problem has been reanalyzed by Koch and
Subramanian [13] as well. In the latter paper, a clear discussion on the limitations of older
analyses [10, 11, 12] is also reported.

It’s important to point out that slight discrepancies between our derivation and [13]
exist. Our stress prediction (see [14, 15, 16]), indeed, does not agree with that proposed
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by [13].
In order to check the validity of our derivation, the problem is solved by means of

numerical simulations as well. As shown in Chapter II and in [14, 15, 16], our analytical
results are in excellent agreement with the numerical calculations, in the Wi−range where
the SOF (and the perturbative technique) is valid. Moreover, a good qualitative agreement
with experimental data is also found [17, 18, 19].

In the Chapter III, we abandon the SOF limit and we analyze a solid suspension in the
same hypotheses but at high Weissenberg number. In order to manage the problem, more
realistic constitutive equations need to be considered. Due to the mathematical complexity
of the problem, an analytical theory cannot be assessed anymore and numerical simulations
are required.

Recent experimental data [20] showed that particles in a viscoelastic fluid, subjected to
simple shear flow, slow down with respect to a Newtonian medium. Moreover, the slowing
down effect is more and more pronounced if the viscoelasticity of the suspending fluid
increases.

Therefore, we primarily focus the attention on the rotation rate of the sphere inside
the liquid, subjected to a shear flow, in order to capture the slowing down phenomenon.
Different viscoelastic constitutive equations are chosen to try to relate the slowing down
effect to a particular non linear phenomenon. Finally, we study the rheology of such a
material as well, giving predictions for the relevant material functions (both transient and
steady state).

1.3 Concentrated suspensions

In the second part of the thesis we abandon the hypotheses of diluteness and we consider
concentrated suspensions. It’s important to point out that a concentrated suspension is
quite different from a dilute one because of the hydrodynamic interactions. Indeed, if
the solid volume fraction is sufficiently high, the particles interfere one with each other.
Therefore a completely different simulation scheme needs to be developed in order to
manage the system. In this regard, many procedures have been developed in order to
simulate concentrated systems, based on assumptions such as potential flow, Stokes flow,
etc. [21, 22, 23]. However, these methods are only suitable for a Newtonian matrix fluid.

In the past, the problem was approached by modeling the hydrodynamic interactions
[24, 25, 26] through theoretical considerations. Of course, this way to face the problem is
limited to very specific applications and the interactions between particles are just approx-
imations.

In the last two decades, Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) techniques have been
developed. They solve the (Navier-)Stokes equations directly for the fluid and the rigid-
body motion equations for the solid. These equations are coupled through the no-slip
condition on the particle boundaries, and through the hydrodynamic forces and torques
which appear in the equations of the rigid-body motion. These hydrodynamic forces and
torques must, of course, be those arising from the computed motion of the fluid, and so
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are not known in advance, but only as the integration proceeds. It has to be pointed out
that no approximation for these forces and torques is made. So, through DNS methods,
hydrodynamic interactions are not modeled but computed.

In order to simulate really concentrated suspensions, a sufficiently high number of
particles must be considered. On the other hand, a relatively small computational domain
is needed to make the simulations feasible. A simple way to do this is to impose periodicity
in all the directions so the computational domain is just a frame of an infinite domain.
This concept was used by Hwang et al. [27, 28] to simulate solid concentrated suspensions
in shear flow. In their scheme, the computational domain is a frame sliding with respect
to each other. They applied the simulation scheme to Newtonian as well viscoelastic
suspensions (in 2D case) with promising results.

An attempt to extend the bi-periodic concept to elongational flow has been done by
the same authors [29]. However, in this case, the computational frame deforms because of
the imposed flow. Therefore, a limitation in the maximum strain attained exists and no
steady state can be achieved. For viscoelastic fluids, this means that, for high Weissenberg
number, a large frame size is required. Furthermore, the moving mesh leads to remeshing
and projection with a consequent loss in accuracy. Finally, the above mentioned scheme is
only applied to Newtonian suspensions and we are not aware of simulations of viscoelastic
suspensions in such a flow.

In Chapter IV, then, we propose a new numerical scheme in order to easily handle such
a problem. We consider a concentrated suspension of rigid, non-Brownian disks in a planar
elongational flow, where the particle and fluid inertia can be neglected. The main concept
of the procedure is to randomly relocate a particle on an inflow section when it goes out
from the computational domain. In order to fix boundary conditions sufficiently far from
the particles and to allow the stress tensor surrounding a particle to be fully developed,
we implement a three-layer scheme.

A Lagrange Multiplier/Fictitious Domain Method (LM/FDM) has been used [30] and
the force-free, torque-free rigid body motion of the particles is described by a rigid-ring
problem [27, 28]. So, a fixed mesh is used for the computation and the particles are
described by their boundaries only, through collocation points. This description is possi-
ble because inertia is neglected. Finally, the rigid-body motion constraints are imposed
through Lagrange multipliers, that can be identified as traction forces on the particle sur-
faces (with the contribution of the fluid pressure inside the object). Numerical simulations
with many particles are performed and bulk rheological properties are discussed.

In Chapter V, the extension of our scheme to viscoelastic suspending fluid is carried
out. The scheme is coupled with discretization techniques for viscoelastic fluids in order
to improve the numerical stability. A many-particle system is analyzed and the local and
bulk rheological quantities are investigated.

Again a comparison with experimental data found in the literature is carried out. Our
simulations qualitatively agree. Moreover, we are able to predict the typical phenomena
observed in the experiments, such as the reduction of the strain hardening in a filled
polymer melt subjected to an elongational flow field.
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Chapter 2

The Second Order Fluid theory

2.1 Introduction

The properties and the features of solid particle suspensions are influenced by many factors
such as the filler, the matrix, hydrodynamic interactions. A vast literature [1, 3, 2, 31]
showed that different properties of particles (such as shape and size), the nature of the
fluid and the solid concentration can lead to quantitative and qualitative changes in the
final behaviour of material properties. Indeed, depending on the spatial and time scale
(i.e. nanoscopic/macrocospic solid dimensions, viscous/viscoelastic fluid), very different
laws can govern the dynamic of such a materials. Of course, different approaches to study
their properties are required.

The simplest case that one can imagine is to consider spherical, non-Brownian, buoy-
ancy free, inertialess particles in dilute conditions. These hypotheses fix the properties
of the filler: spherical particles sufficiently big with respect to the solvent molecular size
(the Brownian motion can be neglected) and sufficiently far one to each other so that no
hydrodynamic effect occurs (diluteness). Finally, a choice about the suspending fluid needs
to be done. In this regard, we call “Newtonian” a suspension where the fluid shows the
well known Newtonian behaviour whereas “viscoelastic” if the matrix shows typical non
linear phenomena like shear thinning, elongational thickening, memory effects, etc.

Under the assumptions mentioned above, Newtonian suspensions have been subject to
a vast analysis. The first prediction of bulk viscosity has been provided by Einstein [8] and
is condensed in the famous formula η = η0(1 + 5

2
φ) (with η the viscosity of the suspension,

η0 the viscosity of the suspending fluid, and φ the volume fraction). The pressure and
velocity of the fluid surrounding the particles are known as well and analytical expressions
are derived [32]. Furthermore, many experimental results confirm these predictions.

In spite of the obvious importance, the effects of viscoelasticity of the suspending fluid
have received relatively scarce attention. The simplest way to take into account the vis-
coelastic behavior of the matrix is to consider, as constitutive equation, the so-called “Sec-
ond Order Fluid”, i.e., the most general properly invariant stress tensor quadratic in the
velocity gradient [33]. The SOF stress tensor is the asymptote of an extremely ample class

7



8 The Second Order Fluid theory

of viscoelastic constitutive equations, for sufficiently slow and slowly varying flows [33].

The system discussed above has been analyzed in the past, giving conflicting results
[10, 11, 12]. Quite recently, the problem has been reanalyzed by Koch and Subramanian
[13] as well. In the latter paper, a clear discussion on the limitations of older analyses
[10, 11, 12] is also reported. It should be mentioned, however, that slight discrepancies
between our derivation presented in the following and [13] exist. Our stress prediction
[14, 15, 16], indeed, does not agree with that proposed by [13].

In this Chapter, the analysis of a spherical particle suspensions in a SOF is carried out.
We present the analytical procedure used and then proceed to compare the predictions
with thorough 3D numerical simulations of the same fluid dynamic problem. The analytic
derivation consists in a perturbative solution of the continuity and momentum equations
of fluid mechanics for a single sphere immersed in a “Second Order Fluid” [33] subjected
to a general linear flow field imposed at infinity. Correspondingly, numerical solutions for
the single sphere problem are obtained with commercial codes.

The single sphere solution is then exploited to obtain the rheology of a very dilute
monodisperse suspension of non-Brownian, buoyancy free, inertialess, rigid spheres im-
mersed in a “Second Order Fluid”. Bulk stresses are analytically and numerically computed
through a standard volume averaging procedure [32, 9].

The analytic perturbative predictions and numerical results are found to be in excellent
agreement with each other.

2.2 Statement of the problem

As stated in the Introduction, in this Chapter we analyze the fluid dynamic of a suspension
of rigid spheres in a non-Newtonian suspending fluid. To maintain the highest possible
generality, we here adopt “Second Order Fluid” (SOF) constitutive equation. The stress
tensor T is given by:

T = −pI + τ = −pI + 2η0D + α0A + β0D
2 (2.1)

In Eq. (2.1), p is the pressure (with I the identity tensor), τ is the deviatoric part of the
stress tensor, 2D = ∇v + ∇vT is the rate of deformation tensor, with v the velocity, and
A = 2(Ḋ + D · ∇v + ∇vT · D) is the second Rivlin-Ericksen tensor, with the superim-
posed dot indicating the material time derivative. The coefficients α0 and β0 are constant
constitutive parameters that account for elastic properties of the fluid. (Note that α0 is a
negative quantity.) It might be worthwhile to recall that those coefficients are linked to
the first and second normal stress coefficients, Ψ1 and Ψ2 respectively, through the well
known relationships: α0 = −Ψ1/2, β0 = 4(Ψ1 + Ψ2).

Notice that the ratio −α0/η0 is a characteristic viscoelastic time of the fluid.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the bulk rheology of a monodisperse dilute suspension
of rigid, buoyancy free, inertialess, non-Brownian spheres can be determined once the single
sphere fluid dynamic problem is solved [32, 9].
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The problem of a single sphere in an externally imposed flow field, under isothermal
condition, consists of the continuity (mass balance) and momentum balance equations.
The imposed velocity field is linear at infinity, with a given velocity gradient ∇v∞, here
assumed to be constant in time, i.e., we only solve the steady state problem. Negligible
inertia, incompressibility and buoyancy free conditions are also assumed. By choosing the
sphere radius R0 as the characteristic length, and η‖2D∞‖ as the characteristic stress, the
nondimensional continuity and momentum equations then read:

∇ · v = 0 (2.2)

−∇p + ∇2v − Wi(∇ · A + b∇ · D2) = 0 (2.3)

(All symbols appearing in these equations are for dimensionless quantities.) In Eq. (2.3),
b = β0/α0 is a purely constitutive dimensionless parameter, and Wi is the so-called Weis-
senberg number, the ratio between the constitutive characteristic time −α0/η0 and the
imposed characteristic time 1/‖2D∞‖ of the flow field. Thus, Wi = 0 represents a fluid
with negligible internal characteristic time (a Newtonian fluid), whereas Wi �= 0 describes
viscoelastic situations. Realistic values for b range between −8 and −5, see [34].

Boundary conditions are assigned at infinity and on the sphere surface. At infinity it
is:

p → p∞ (2.4)

v → ∇v∞ · r (2.5)

with p∞ a constant pressure.
Concerning the boundary conditions at the sphere surface, it proves convenient to adopt

a frame of reference centered at the sphere center. The position vector r is then written
as r = ru, with r = |r|, and u a unit vector identifying a direction in space. No slip
condition holds on the sphere surface r = 1. We also assume, as usually done, that the
sphere is “freely rotating” [35, 36], i.e., that its rotation (if any) is only due to the motion
of the surrounding fluid. This means that the total torque acting on the sphere is zero.
Thus, the boundary conditions at r = 1 are:

v = ṽ (2.6)
∫

4π

u × T · n dA = 0 (2.7)

where n is the normal at the sphere surface (of course it is n ≡ u), and the integral of
the local torque u × T · n dA spans the unit sphere surface 4π. The nondimensional local
stress T in Eq. (2.7) is:

T = −pI + 2D − Wi(A + bD2) (2.8)

The unknown time-independent velocity ṽ in Eq. (2.6) is at any point on the sphere surface
the linear velocity of that point. Hence, ṽ is everywhere tangential to the surface, i.e.,
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ṽ ·n = 0. This velocity can be determined through Eq. (2.7). Of course, in an irrotational
flow field it is ṽ = 0.

Once the pressure and the velocity fields are calculated for the single sphere problem,
the bulk stress of the dilute monodisperse suspension is obtained by volume averaging of
the single sphere local stress [32, 9, 37]. Indeed, “in the limit c → ∞ (where c is the
concentration of particle by volume) the flow near each particle is that which would be set
up if it alone were immersed in an infinite body of ambient fluid with a uniform velocity
gradient at large distance from the particle” [9]. The nondimensional bulk stress 〈T 〉 is
then calculated as:

〈T 〉 =

∫
R3− 4π

3
T dV∫

R3 dV
+

3φ

4π

∫
4π

T · nndA (2.9)

In Eq. (2.9), 4π/3 and 4π are the volume and the surface area, respectively, of the sphere
with unit radius, R

3 indicates the entire space, and φ is the suspension volume fraction.
Equation (2.9) is the standard way the dilute suspension bulk stress is calculated (e.g.,
[32, 9]). Of course, the diluteness assumption implies the linearity of the bulk stress in the
volume fraction φ.

2.3 Perturbative analysis

We proceed now to the perturbative analysis of Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) (together with their
boundary conditions), with Wi as the expansion parameter. The pressure and velocity
fields are formally expanded up to first order in Wi:

p = pEIN + Wi pSOF (2.10)

v = vEIN + Wi vSOF (2.11)

with obvious notation. The zeroth order fields are those determined by Einstein for a
Newtonian suspending fluid. They are [32]:

pEIN = − 5

r3
D∞ : uu +p∞ (2.12)

vEIN =

(
5

2r4
− 5

2r2

)
D∞ : uuu − 1

r4
D∞ · u + r∇v∞ · u (2.13)

At order Wi, the fields pSOF and vSOF are determined by solving the following balance
equations:

∇ · vSOF = 0 (2.14)

−∇pSOF + ∇2vSOF − (∇ · AEIN + b∇ · DEIN
2
)

= 0 (2.15)
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The appropriate boundary conditions are, for r → ∞:

pSOF → 0 (2.16)

vSOF → 0 (2.17)

and, at r = 1:

vSOF = 0 (2.18)

Indeed, the order Wi fields are nil at infinity because the zeroth order Einstein solution
already fulfills the “complete” boundary conditions, Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). On the other
hand, the order Wi condition at r = 1, Eq. (2.18), is already known in the literature [35].
A novel simple derivation of this result is reported in Appendix A.

2.4 Perturbative solution

Looking at the mathematical structure of the balance equations at order Wi, Eq. (2.14) and
Eq. (2.15), the following standard analytic solution procedure can be applied. By taking
the divergence of Eq. (2.15), and by using the incompressibility condition (Eq. (2.14)),
one gets a Poisson equation for pSOF with a density term ∇ · (∇ · AEIN + b∇ · DEIN

2
)

calculated from the Einstein solution. Once this equation is solved for the pressure, one
goes back to Eq. (2.15), which then becomes a (vectorial) Poisson equation for the velocity
vSOF . In this case, the density term is ∇pSOF +

(∇ · AEIN + b∇ · DEIN
2
)

where pSOF is
now the known pressure field.

The solution of these Poisson equations is greatly facilitated by the adoption of a
tensorial representation of the unknown pSOF and vSOF fields, following the approach of
[38]. The form of such fields is:

pSOF = p1D
∞D∞ :: uuuu +p2D

∞ · D∞ : uu +p3D
∞ : D∞ +p4A

∞ : uu (2.19)

vSOF = v1D
∞D∞ :: uuuuu +v2D

∞ · D∞ : uuu +v3D
∞ : D∞ u +

v4D
∞ : uu D∞ · u + v5D

∞ · D∞ · u + v6A
∞ : uuu +v7A

∞ · u (2.20)

These equations are the most general properly invariant expressions for a scalar (Eq. (2.19))
and a vector (Eq. (2.20)) quadratic in the imposed flow field at infinity. Needless to say,
with the nondimensionalisation scales adopted in this work, the quadratic expressions
just reported are in fact linear in the perturbation parameter Wi. From Eq. (2.19) and
Eq. (2.20), the angular dependence of the pressure and velocity fields is therefore completely
known beforehand. The yet unknown scalar functions pi and vi account for the radial
dependence of those fields, and are functions of the constitutive parameter b.

The above mentioned Poisson equations thus reduce to a set of ordinary differential
equations for pi and vi (see [39]). In terms of the pi and vi functions, the boundary
conditions reduce to pi → 0 and vi → 0 at infinity, and to vi = 0 at the sphere surface.
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In conclusion, the complete set of functions is calculated as:

p1 =
45 (6 + b)

4 r10
− 25 (11 + 2 b)

2 r8
+

25 (10 + 3 b)

4 r6
− 35 (60 + 11 b)

16 r5
+

25 (8 + b)

2 r3
(2.21)

p2 =
15 (6 + b)

r10
− 10 (11 + 2 b)

r8
+

25 (8 + b)

8 r6
+

5 (60 + 11 b)

4 r5
− 5 (228 + 43 b)

28 r3
(2.22)

p3 =
6 + b

2 r10
− 60 + 11 b

8 r5
+

25 (4 + b)

28 r3
(2.23)

p4 =
−5

2 r3
(2.24)

v1 =
25 (4 + b)

4 r7
− 495 (4 + b)

32 r6
+

25 (4 + b)

2 r5
− 105 (4 + b)

32 r4
(2.25)

v2 =
−5 (4 + b)

4 r7
+

55 (4 + b)

8 r6
− 75 (4 + b)

8 r5
+

215 (4 + b)

56 r4
− 5 (4 + b)

56 r2
(2.26)

v3 =
−55 (4 + b)

112 r6
+

25 (4 + b)

24 r5
− 65 (4 + b)

112 r4
+

5 (4 + b)

168 r2
(2.27)

v4 =
−25 (4 + b)

8 r7
+

55 (4 + b)

8 r6
− 75 (4 + b)

16 r5
+

15 (4 + b)

16 r4
(2.28)

v5 =
−55 (4 + b)

28 r6
+

25 (4 + b)

8 r5
− 65 (4 + b)

56 r4
(2.29)

v6 = 0, (2.30)

v7 = 0. (2.31)

Once these equations are inserted in Eq. (2.19) and in Eq. (2.20), the analytic pressure
and velocity fields at order Wi are completely determined, for whatever imposed velocity
gradient at infinity. It can be verified that our solution for p and v coincides with that
reported in [13], which was originally derived by [40]. It should be stressed that the
derivation given here, based on the invariance properties of the pressure and velocity fields,
is different from that of Peery [40].

2.5 Bulk stress

The nondimensional bulk stress composes of the Einstein stress plus the Wi first order
contribution, as follows:

〈T 〉 = 〈T EIN〉 + Wi〈T SOF 〉 (2.32)

where:

〈T EIN〉 =

∫
R3− 4π

3
(−pEINI + 2DEIN)dV∫

R3− 4π
3

dV
+

3φ

4π

∫
4π

(−pEINI + 2DEIN) · nndA (2.33)
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〈T SOF 〉 =

∫
R3− 4π

3

[−pSOFI + 2DSOF − (
AEIN + bD2

EIN

)]
dV∫

R3− 4π
3

dV
+

3φ

4π

∫
4π

[−pSOFI + 2DSOF − (
AEIN + bD2

EIN

)] · nndA (2.34)

Upon substitution of the Einstein and SOF single sphere fields in Eq. (2.33) and (2.34),
the nondimensional total bulk stress tensor 〈τ 〉 is obtained by performing the integrations.
The Einstein contribution is already well known.

For what matters the SOF contribution, the volume and surface integrals are calculated
as follows. Straightforward computations lead to the following convenient expression for
the local stress tensor T SOF = −pSOFI + 2DSOF − (

AEIN + bD2
EIN

)
:

T SOF = F (r, u) +

(
1 − 1

r5

)
A∞ +

(
b +

4 + b

r10
− 4 + 2 b

r5

)
D∞ · D∞ (2.35)

where the F is a known tensorial function of r and u, parametric in the velocity gradient at
infinity. Upon volume integration it turns out that no contribution arises from F . Indeed,
the most slowly decaying power of r in F is r−3, which generates a logarithmic divergence
upon volume integration. Such a divergence is overwhelmed by the volume integral in
the denominator of Eq. (2.34), however, and hence no contribution of F survives. (A
completely analogous mathematics holds when deriving the Einstein volume contribution
from Eq. (2.33)) The only surviving terms of Eq. (2.35) give then the volume contribution
to the bulk SOF stress as A∞ + bD∞ ·D∞. (Analogously, the volume contribution to the
bulk Einstein stress is D∞, see [32, 9])

In calculating the surface contribution to the bulk SOF stress, the local dyadic MSOF =
T SOF · nn appears, which can be written as:

MSOF = m1D
∞D∞ :: uuuuuu +m2D

∞ · D∞ : uuuu +m3D
∞ : D∞ uu +

m4D
∞ : uu D∞ · uu + m5D

∞ · D∞ · uu + m6A
∞ : uuuu +m7A

∞ · uu(2.36)

(Recall that n ≡ u) Notice that the mi functions in Eq. (2.36) are only needed at r = 1
to compute the surface integral. Details on the integration of the dyad MSOF and the list
of coefficients mi are reported in Appendix B.

Collecting the results of the volume and surface integration, the total nondimensional
deviatoric bulk stress of the suspension is obtained as:

〈τ 〉 = 2

(
1 +

5

2
φ

)
D∞−Wi

[(
1 +

5

2
φ

)
A∞ + b

(
1 +

10 − 15/b

7
φ

)
D∞ · D∞

]
(2.37)

or, in dimensional variables:

〈τ 〉 = 2η0

(
1 +

5

2
φ

)
D∞+α0

(
1 +

5

2
φ

)
A∞+β0

(
1 +

10 − 15α0/β0

7
φ

)
D∞ ·D∞ (2.38)

Equation (2.38) clearly shows that a dilute suspension of rigid spheres in a second order
fluid is itself a second order fluid (see Eq. (2.1)) with new constitutive parameters η, α, and
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β depending on η0, α0, and β0, and (linearly) on φ. These equations represent the gener-
alization of the Einstein result to the case of a SOF suspending medium. Equation (2.38)
differs from the very recent prediction for bulk stress as derived in [13]. Indeed, it turns
out that the coefficient of A∞ in Eq. (2.38) coincides with that given in [13], whereas the
coefficients of D∞ · D∞ do not agree.

In the following Sections, we proceed to a numerical validation of our own results for
pressure and velocity fields, and for the local stress tensor. Afterwards, the perturbative
expressions are used to predict experimental observables (bulk rheological properties).

2.6 The numerical analysis

In this Section, the single sphere problem is studied by numerical analysis, as follows.
First, the order Wi problem is addressed, by solving the mass and momentum balance
equations given in Section 2.3, namely Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15), with boundary conditions
given by Eqs. (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18). The obtained numerical solutions are then directly
compared with the analytic predictions for pSOF and vSOF given in Section 2.4. Secondly,
the complete (i.e., up to order Wi) mass and momentum balance equations, Eqs. (2.2)
and (2.3), are solved. In this case, to compare the analytic perturbation analysis with
the numerical results, the simulations must be run for small Wi and, correspondingly,
the boundary conditions must be those pertaining up to the order Wi solution. Hence,
Eqs (2.4) and (2.5) hold at the external boundary of the integration domain, and, at r = 1,
it is v = 1

2
(∇v∞ −∇v∞T ) · u. The latter condition stems from Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.18).

The 3D flow problem has been solved with two different commercial codes (Femlab c©

and Polyflow c©) on a cubic cell containing a single sphere. It has been verified that the
numerical predictions from both codes are essentially coincident. The flow field at infinity
is of course imposed on the cube boundaries. The cell dimension was so chosen as to give
cell invariant pressure and velocity fields. The results presented here were calculated with
a cube side twenty times the sphere radius. (In order to optimize the computational effort,
the symmetries pertaining to the imposed flow fields were exploited, see below.) Tetrahedric
meshes were chosen, with a higher density of nodes close to the sphere, where larger
gradients are expected. Convergence was achieved with a total number 4488 elements. In
both codes we used continuous quadratic interpolation for the velocity, and continuous
linear interpolation for pressure. This choice satisfies the so called LBB-condition [41], and
avoids spurious oscillations in the pressure field. With Femlab, it was not necessary to
discretize stress tensor because the stress components for SOF constitutive equation were
explicit functions of velocity and pressure fields. This feature might give some convergence
problems for high Weissenberg number values, but for the low Wi-values of interest here
the FemLab code converged without problems. In PolyFlow, an DEVSS interpolation
for stress tensor combined with streamline-upwinding [42] was adopted. This allowed
for a continuous linear interpolation for the stress tensor components. With both codes,
the discretized non-linear system was solved by a Newton-Raphson method, with relative
tolerance 10−4, and the resulting linear algebraic system at any iteration step was solved
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Figure 2.1: SOF velocity components and pressure in the shear plane at r = 2 for b = −7.
The angle ϕ describes a counterclockwise rotation around the sphere in the shear plane.
Lines are analytical predictions, symbols from numerical simulations.

by Gaussian elimination technique.

Two different velocity fields imposed at infinity were considered, namely, shearing and
uniaxial elongational flows, which represent the most commonly studied rheological flows.
The shear flow corresponds to a velocity gradient at infinity with only one nonzero com-
ponent ∇v∞

xy = 1. Uniaxial elongation is given by ∇v∞
xx = −2∇v∞

yy = −2∇v∞
zz = 1. In

shear, the numerical calculations were actually performed on one half of the cubic cell only.
In elongation, only one eight of the cell was used. As it will be shown below, very good
agreement is found between the analytical and the numerical predictions.

2.6.1 Shear flow

A first example of comparison between analytic and numerical results is presented in Fig-
ure 2.1, for the pSOF and vSOF fields in shear flow, for b = −7. Specifically, the pressure,
and the vx, vy components in the shear plane at r = 2 are plotted. The angle ϕ goes
counterclockwise from the imposed velocity direction (the x axis).

An excellent agreement is found between analytical and numerical predictions for all
the three quantities. We have found a similar quantitative agreement (and also for the
vz component) throughout the cubic cell. In Figure 2.2, as an example, the pressure and
the vx component are plotted (for the same b−value as in Figure 2.1) as a function of the
radial coordinate, along the bisectrix of the first quadrant of the shearing plane. Again,
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Figure 2.2: Radial profile of SOF velocity component and pressure along the bisectrix of
the first quadrant of the shear plane for b = −7. Lines are analytical predictions, symbols
are numerical results.

the agreement is very good.

In Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 only the SOF fields were plotted. We now consider the
complete local stresses, i.e., inclusive of both the Newtonian (Einstein) and the SOF con-
tributions.

In Figure 2.3 the local complete first normal stress difference N1 = Txx − Tyy is shown,
at the intersection of the sphere with the shear plane, for Wi = 0.15, b = −7, and

Figure 2.3: The local N1 at r = 1 in the shear plane. Dashed line is the Newtonian
analytical prediction; Solid line and dots are analytical and numerical results, respectively,
for the viscoelastic case (for Wi = 0.15 and b = −7).
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φ = 0.05. Both the analytical prediction (solid line) and the numerical results (dots) are
reported. For the sake of comparison, also the local N1 of the Newtonian case is illustrated
(dashed line). Indeed, a nonzero local N1 does exist for the Newtonian case as well. The
Newtonian minimum and maximum are found in the first quadrant of the shear plane, at
π
8

and 3π
8

, respectively. The Newtonian N1 field is π
2

periodic around the vorticity axis
z (a 4-fold symmetry axis). Because of these symmetry properties, the bulk first normal
stress difference 〈N1〉 for the Newtonian suspension is nil, as it is well known, even though
nonzero local normal stresses exist close to the sphere.

Regarding the complete stress, it is apparent that the analytical and numerical pre-
dictions are in good agreement. Concerning the small discrepancies around maxima and
minima, it should be remarked that Wi = 0.15 represents a quite large value in consid-
ering comparison with a perturbative solution. The composition of the Newtonian and
SOF terms has a significant effect on the N1 field symmetries. Indeed, the vorticity axis
becomes now a 2-fold symmetry axis. The appearance of relative minima and maxima
should be noticed, together with a displacement in their angular positions with respect to
the Newtonian case. Of course, these angular positions depend on the imposed value of
Wi.

Figure 2.4: Uniaxial elongational flow with x as drawing axis. SOF velocity components
and pressure in the first quadrant of the xy−plane at r = 2 for b = −7. The angle ϕ
describes a counterclockwise rotation from the x axis. Lines are analytical predictions,
symbols from numerical simulations.
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Figure 2.5: Radial profile of SOF velocity component and pressure along the bisectrix of
the first quadrant of xy plane for b = −7 in the case of uniaxial elongational flow. Lines
are analytical predictions, symbols are numerical results.

2.6.2 Uniaxial elongational flow

Figure 2.4 show the pSOF and vSOF fields in uniaxial elongational flow for b = −7. The
pressure, and the vx, vy components in the xy plane at r = 2 are plotted. (Note that x is
the draw direction.) Again, the angle ϕ goes counterclockwise from the x axis.

Also in the elongational case, an excellent agreement is found for all the three quantities.
Figure 2.5 confirms such agreement also at various distances from the sphere, along the
bisectrix of the first quadrant of the xy plane.

Figure 2.6 shows the complete local elongational stress field Txx − Tyy, i.e., inclusive
of both the Newtonian (Einstein) and the SOF contributions, at r = 1, for Wi = 0.15,
b = −7, and φ = 0.05. The numerical data just cover the first quadrant in the xy plane,
since, for the elongational flow, simulations were run in one eight of the cubic cell. In the
Newtonian case the maximum is found at 45◦ in the xy plane. For the complete stress, the
maximum is enhanced, and angularly displaced towards the elongation axis. The numerical
predictions show an excellent agreement with the analytical ones, even at this rather large
Wi−value, with only minor discrepancies around the maximum.

2.7 Predictions for bulk rheology

The bulk constitutive equation is obtained by properly averaging the local stresses, see
Eq. (2.32). In what follows, we will discuss some relevant rheological macroscopic quantities
pertaining to the dilute suspension as a whole. Analytical predictions will be compared
with numerical results obtained by numerically evaluating the integrals in Eqs. (2.33) and
(2.34) with fourth order quadrature formulas.
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Figure 2.6: Local elongational stress field for a SOF suspending liquid at r = 1. Dashed
line is the Newtonian analytical prediction; Solid line and dots are our analytical and
numerical results, respectively, for the viscoelastic case (for Wi = 0.15 and b = −7).

The bulk first normal stress difference in shear is analytically calculated from Eq. (2.37)
as

〈N1〉 = 2Wi

(
1 +

5

2
φ

)
(2.39)

showing how elastic effects depend on φ. The first normal stress difference of the Second
Order Fluid is increased by the presence of the spheres. Notice also that 〈N1〉 does not
depend on the constitutive parameter b. Equation (2.39) coincides with the prediction in
[13].

Figure 2.7 shows the nondimensional first normal stress difference 〈N1〉 versus Wi at
a volume fraction φ = 0.05. Dashed line represents SOF with no inclusions, solid line
is the new prediction (see Eq. (2.39)), and the symbols are the results from numerical
calculations. The agreement between analytical and numerical prediction is excellent.
Very minor discrepancies appear with increasing Wi, as already mentioned, in view of the
perturbative nature of the theory. At φ = 0.05, the relative difference in 〈N1〉 between filled
and pure second order fluid is above 10%. It is worth remarking that the chosen value of
volume fraction (φ = 0.05) is most probably close to the border of the dilute regime, both
for Newtonian and (even more so) for viscoelastic suspending liquids. The value adopted
for φ in Figure 2.7 was chosen merely to improve figure clarity.

The analytical prediction for the second normal stress difference 〈N2〉 ≡ 〈Tyy〉 − 〈Tzz〉
from Eq. (2.37) is

〈N2〉 = −Wi

(
2 +

b

4
+

125 + 10 b

28
φ

)
(2.40)
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Figure 2.7: Shear flow: The bulk first normal stress difference versus Wi for φ = 0.05 and
b = −7. Dashed line is pure SOF, solid line from perturbative theory (Eq. 2.39), symbols
from numerics.

Notice that 〈N2〉 does depend on the constitutive parameter b. Equation (2.40) shows an
increase (in absolute value) with φ with respect to the pure SOF, for any b value. Again,
good agreement between analytical and numerical results is found, see Figure 2.8.

In the Figure, also the analytical 〈N2〉-prediction by Koch and Subramanian [13] is
shown. Our numerical results clearly indicate that Eq. (2.40) is in fact correct.

As usually done [17], it proves convenient to report first and second normal stress
differences as a function of the shear stress. From Eq. (2.38) we obtain (dimensional

Figure 2.8: Shear flow: The bulk second normal stress difference versus Wi for φ = 0.05
and b = −7. Dashed line is pure SOF, solid line from our perturbative theory (Eq. 2.40),
symbols from numerics. Dot-dashed line is the analytical prediction by Koch.
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Figure 2.9: Existence of Weissenberg effect in a viscoelastic suspension. The line is φcr =
14(6+b)
15(2+b)

as deduced from Eq.2.43 in the text.

quantities):

〈N1〉 = −2
α0

η2
0

[
1 − 5

2
φ

]
〈Txy〉2 (2.41)

〈N2〉 = 2
α0

η2
0

(
1 +

β0

8α0
− 155 + 25 β0/α0

56
φ

)
〈Txy〉2 (2.42)

It is readily seen from these equations that, at any fixed shear stress, the first normal
stress difference decreases with φ, whereas the second normal stress difference increases.
Both these features are in qualitative agreement with experimental findings [31, 17, 19].
The quantitative comparison with data of [17] turns out to be very good even at volume
fractions well beyond the dilute limit [14, 15]. A word of caution is in order here, however,
because there are limited data available in the literature, and also the error on the normal
stress difference measurements is often substantial.

A further prediction of the theory presented here concerns the so called Weissenberg
effect, i.e., the climbing of a viscoelastic fluid onto a rotating rod [34]. It is well known that
this phenomenon is linked to the ratio Ψ ≡ −N2

N1
in shear flow. In the limit of vanishing

Wi, Ψ is a purely constitutive quantity: for pure SOF it is Ψ = 1 + b
8
. The Weissenberg

climbing is found when Ψ < 1
4
, i.e., for −8 < b < −6. As it was shown in the above, the

presence of spheres in a SOF alters the bulk normal stress differences, hence Ψ. Indeed, it
is:

Ψ = 1 +
b

8

[
1 −

(
15

14
+

15

7 b

)
φ

]
(2.43)

It so turns out that, at any fixed b−value, there exists a critical volume fraction φ at
which the Weissenberg effect is suppressed. Such a critical value is shown in Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.10: The bulk elongational viscosity versus Wi for φ = 0.05 and b = −7. Dashed
line is pure SOF, solid line from our perturbative theory (Eq. 2.44), symbols from numerics.
Dot-dashed line is the analytical prediction by Koch.

as a function of b. This prediction is in qualitative agreement with experimental results
reported by [43]. (Strictly speaking, Eq. (2.43) is valid for low φ only.)

We now pass to the extensional flow. The bulk nondimensional extensional viscosity
ηel = 〈Txx〉 − 〈Tyy〉 in uniaxial elongational flow is given by:

ηel = 3

(
1 +

5

2
φ

)
− 3Wi

[
1 +

b

4
+

5

28
(11 + 2 b)φ

]
(2.44)

When the suspending fluid is Newtonian, the classical Einstein result is recovered, namely,
that the Trouton ratio (elongational to shear viscosity) is three. With a second order fluid
as the suspending liquid, the nondimensional elongational viscosity is linear in Wi, and
depends on both b and φ. Figure 2.10 shows the extensional viscosity as a function of Wi.
The lines are analytic predictions for the pure SOF (dashed) and the suspension (solid),
with φ = 0.05 and b = −7. The analytical prediction by Koch and Subramanian [13]
is also reported in Figure 2.10 (dot-dashed line). Symbols are the results of numerical
computations, showing excellent agreement with our theory, Eq. (2.44), throughout the
Wi−range. The elongational viscosity is increased by the presence of the filler, as reported
from experiments (see [31]). In Figure 2.10 the increase is around 10% up to Wi ∼ 0.2.
We are not aware of experimental data to quantitatively validate these predictions.

In the context of experimental extensional rheometry of filled viscoelastic systems, it has
been proposed to quantify the effect of Wi (at a fixed loading) through the instantaneous

relative viscosity λ (t) ≡ ηel(Wi,φ,t)
ηel(Wi=0,φ,t)

. Within the present approach, we can only consider

this quantity at the steady state, i.e., for t → ∞. From Eq. (2.44) above, we calculate:

λ = 1 − Wi

(
1 +

b

4
− 30 + 15b

56
φ

)
(2.45)
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From Eq. (2.45), we find that, at a fixed loading, λ increases with Wi. Conversely, at a
fixed Wi−value, λ decreases with φ. Both these predictions are in qualitative agreement
with experimental measurements (e.g. [18]) of instantaneous λ.

2.8 Conclusions

The problem of a single rigid sphere immersed in a viscoelastic liquid subjected to a linear
flow field at infinity is solved, in the limit of low Wi−number. The stress tensor of a dilute
suspension of rigid spheres in a viscoelastic liquid was analytically determined, by applying
the averaging procedure proposed by [32, 9]. Analytic perturbative results were validated
by computational fluid dynamics simulations. The numerical procedure was based on finite
element schemes for fully 3D geometry. The numerical approach unequivocally confirmed
the validity of the analytical expressions for local velocity and pressure fields Eqs. (2.21)−
(2.31). An excellent agreement was also found between our analytic predictions for the
bulk stress tensor, Eq. (2.38), and the numerical predictions for both shear and uniaxial
elongational flows. Though very similar to our own equations, the analytical expression
for the bulk stress tensor of the suspension as given by [13] slightly disagrees with the
numerical results.

The analytical expression for the stress tensor is the generalization of the classical
Einstein result [8] to the case of a viscoelastic suspending liquid, which is here considered as
a SOF. The SOF constitutive equation represents the common asymptote of all viscoelastic
simple liquids, but at vanishing flow rates. Nevertheless, the obtained predictions are in
good qualitative agreement with the available experimental data.

The theory is limited to dilute conditions and to small Weissenberg number where the
Second Order Fluid theory is valid. It seems worthwhile considering other viscoelastic
constitutive equations, to abandon the asymptotic SOF theory, aiming at solving more
realistic situations through numerical simulations. The extension to finite Weissenberg
number is carried out in Chapter III.
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Chapter 3

The analysis at finite Weissenberg
number

3.1 Introduction

The Second Order Fluid analysis, carried out in Chapter II, is only valid for small Weis-
senberg number, when the flow is slow and slowly varying. Indeed, the SOF behavior
can be considered as an asymptote (for vanishing Wi) for other viscoelastic constitutive
equations [33].

In systems of practical interest, the external imposed flow is generally not slow and
abrupt changes in the geometry, where the material flows in, lead to high gradients in
velocity field. In such a case, more realistic viscoelastic constitutive equations need to be
considered to model the suspending fluid since the SOF theory does not predicted well the
material behavior. However, due to the mathematical complexity of the equations to be
solved, an analytical theory cannot be assessed anymore, and numerical simulations are
required. In this Chapter, the bulk rheology and the fluid dynamic of a dilute suspension
of buoyancy-free rigid non-Brownian spheres in a viscoelastic matrix for finite Weissenberg
number are studied. An external simple shear flow is considered since, in such a case, as
discussed later, interesting experimental phenomena occur.

In general, externally imposed flow fields determine forces and torques on the particles,
resulting in their translations and rotations. Diluteness of the suspension implies that
the particles do not feel each other. Hence, the motion of a particle only depends on the
particle characteristics, i.e., shape, surface properties, boundary conditions, and on the
rheological features of the suspending liquid.

Under steady shear flow, the sphere translates in the flow direction, while rotating
around the vorticity axis. Thus, in a frame translating with the sphere center, the sphere
just rotates in time with a constant angular velocity, ω. Einstein [8] demonstrated that, in a
Newtonian suspending liquid and under no-slip conditions, ω = γ̇/2, γ̇ being the externally
imposed shear rate. This simple result stems from a torque balance at the sphere surface,
whereby the torque on the sphere is only due to the flow field (the so called torque-free

25
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condition).

In the case of a viscoelastic suspending liquid, the analytical results reported in Chapter
II and in [14, 15, 16] show that, in the limit of the SOF theory, the angular velocity remains
the same as in the Newtonian case.

In experiments by Mason and coworkers [44, 45, 46] on the rotational motion of single
rigid particles in Couette flow of a shear-thinning and a viscoelastic fluid, the rate of
rotation of isolated particles was found to be identical to that observed in Newtonian fluids.
Since the experiments were limited to slow flows, agreement with theoretical predictions
for SOF was, in fact, expected.

In a recent paper, Astruc et al. [20] experimentally analyzed several suspensions, of
both nearly spherical particles and agglomerates in viscoelastic liquids during steady state
shear flow, abandoning the slow flow limit. In all cases, particle rotation is observed to
slow down as the shear rate increases. A similar slowing down in angular velocity is also
found in recent numerical simulations by Hwang et al. [27], for a 2D suspension of disks in
an Oldroyd-B liquid. We are not aware of any prediction for the 3D case.

Our work is focused, then, on 3D numerical simulations of the single sphere shear
problem for various non-Newtonian suspending liquids. The simulations are performed
by means of the finite element method and the torque-free condition is imposed through
constraints on the sphere surface. The effect of viscoelasticity on the angular velocity of
the rotating sphere is examined for Weissenberg number up to 2.5, hence well beyond the
slow flow limit. The selection of constitutive equations here adopted illustrates the relative
weight of shear thinning and normal stresses on the slowing down of the sphere angular
velocity.

Few experimental data on the rheological properties of suspensions of noncolloidal
spheres in viscoelastic liquids can be found in the literature [47, 48, 43, 49, 17, 19]. One
rather general conclusion is that the first and (magnitude of) second normal stress dif-
ferences increase as the solid fraction increases. Most of the experiments, however, were
carried out at relatively high solid loadings.

This Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.2 the mathematical model is intro-
duced and the details of the numerical procedure implemented are described. In particular,
in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 the governing equations and the viscoelastic constitutive mod-
els are presented. Then, the weak form of the problem is derived (Section 3.2.3) and the
spatial and temporal discretization is discussed (Section 3.2.4). In Section 3.3 convergence
tests are carried out (mesh resolution, size of the domain, time step). The results of our
simulations are presented in Section 3.4. The rotation of the sphere is firstly discussed
(Section 3.4.1) by focusing the attention on the influence of the constitutive model as well
as the Weissenberg number. In Section 3.4.2 the rheological behaviour is studied and the
bulk rheological quantities such as viscosity, first and second normal stress differences are
derived. Finally, in Section 3.5 the conclusions are discussed.
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3.2 Modeling

3.2.1 Governing equations

The fluid dynamic problem of a single sphere in an externally imposed flow field, under
isothermal conditions, consists of the continuity (mass balance) and momentum balance
equations. Incompressibility, negligible inertia, and buoyancy free conditions are also as-
sumed. The balance equations then read:

∇ · u = 0 (3.1)

−∇p + ∇ · τ = 0 (3.2)

where p is the pressure, u is the velocity, and τ is the constitutive extra stress tensor. The
extra stress tensor, for a single-mode model, is given by:

τ = G(c − I) (3.3)

where c is the conformation tensor, G = η0/λ with η0 the zero shear viscosity and λ the
polymer relaxation time. Notice that for a purely viscous model, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are
sufficient to solve the problem, since the stress tensor is an explicit function of pressure
and velocity. On the contrary, a viscoelastic constitutive model needs an extra equation
for the stress tensor (or conformation tensor). The equations of the models used will be
presented in Section 3.2.2. Boundary conditions are assigned at infinity and on the sphere
surface. The far-field condition corresponds to the undisturbed shear flow:

p → p∞

u → ∇u∞ · r (3.4)

with p∞ a constant pressure, ∇u∞ the imposed velocity gradient, and r the position vector
from the sphere center.

Here, the imposed velocity field at infinity is stationary simple shear flow, and we call
x the flow direction, y the velocity gradient direction, and z the vorticity direction. Thus,
at infinity, the imposed velocity gradient is ∇u∞

xy = γ̇, the other components being nil,
with γ̇ the shear rate.

No slip boundary conditions are imposed at the sphere surface r = R. We also assume
that the sphere is torque-free, or ”freely rotating” [35, 36], i.e., its rotation is only due to
the motion of the surrounding fluid. Thus, the torque-free boundary condition at r = R
is: ∫

Sp

r × σ · n dA = 0 (3.5)

where n is the normal at the sphere surface Sp, the tensor σ is σ = −pI + τ , and the
integral of the local torque spans the sphere surface. Due to the symmetry of the imposed
shearing flow, only the vorticity component z of Eq. (3.5) is significant (the other two
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components being identically zero). In fact, the form of the velocity at the sphere surface
is known, and can be written as:

u(R) = ωk × R (3.6)

k being the unit vector along z. The time-independent velocity u(R) in Eq. (3.6) is at
any point on the sphere surface the tangential velocity of that point. Hence, u(R) is
everywhere tangential to the surface, and parallel to the shear plane xy. The unknown
angular velocity ω in Eq. (3.6) can then be determined through the z component of the
torque-free condition, Eq. (3.5).

3.2.2 Constitutive equations

Aim of this work is to investigate how the viscoelastic properties of the suspending liquid
affect the rotation of a suspended sphere in shear flow. Therefore, our choice of constitutive
equations for the stress tensor τ (see Eq. (3.2)) is so made as to highlight viscoelastic effects
separately, i.e., viscosity thinning, and first and second normal stress differences (with or
without thinning) are considered once at a time. Furthermore, since the presence of the
inclusion leads to elongational flow components as well, the model predictions in such a
flow have also an impact on the suspension properties.

The effect of shear thinning is considered first, through the purely viscous Bird-Carreau
[50] constitutive equation:

τ = 2
η0

(1 + 2λ2D : D)p
D (3.7)

where D is the deformation rate tensor and p fixes the shear thinning slope. Note that, in
the case of pure shear flow, it is 2D : D = γ̇2. Needless to say, the characteristic time in
the Bird-Carreau equation does not relate to any time effect.

To describe normal stresses, the following three differential constitutive equations are
thereafter considered (in parentheses, the corresponding equations in terms of c are re-
ported):

λ
∇
τ +τ = 2η0D (λ

∇
c +c − I = 0) (3.8)

λ
∇
τ +exp

[
ελ

η0
Tr(τ )

]
τ = 2η0D (λ

∇
c +exp[ε(Tr(c) − 3](c − I) = 0) (3.9)

λ
∇
τ +

αλ

η0
τ · τ + τ = 2η0D (λ

∇
c +c − I + α(c − I)2 = 0) (3.10)

where (∇) indicates the upper-convected time derivative:

∇
τ≡ ∂τ

∂t
+ u · ∇τ − (∇u)T · τ − τ · ∇u (3.11)
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Equation (3.8) is the UC Maxwell model [51], Eq. (3.9) the Phan Thien-Tanner (PTT)
model [52, 53], and Eq. (3.10) is the Giesekus model (GSK) [54]. The latter two models
contain each an additional parameter (ε and α, respectively), and Tr(·) represents the
trace operator.

As it is well known, under steady state simple shear flow, the Maxwell model predicts
a constant viscosity, a first normal stress difference N1 quadratic in the shear rate, and no
second normal stress difference N2. In the PTT model, N2 remains nil, whereas the viscosity
and the first normal stress coefficient Ψ1 = N1/γ̇

2 are both shear thinning, and decrease
in values as ε increases. Finally, in the Giesekus model, both normal stress differences do
exist. The viscosity and both normal stress coefficients, Ψ1 and Ψ2 = −N2/γ̇

2 are all shear
thinning. At any given shear rate, the parameter α modulates the extent of the thinning.
As α increases, the viscosity and Ψ1 decrease in values, while Ψ2 increases.

The analysis is carried out by making the above equations dimensionless, using λ as
the characteristic time scale, and η0γ̇ as the scale for the stress. Then, the Weissenberg
number, Wi = λγ̇ appears in all the equations. (Again, note that the Weissenberg number
will be used for the Bird-Carreau model as well, but in this case Wi is just a dimensionless
shear rate.) The Maxwell model is completely defined by Wi only, whereas in the other
three models considered here one extra parameter has to be fixed (p, ε or α).

3.2.3 Weak form

Once a constitutive equation is selected for the extra stress tensor τ , the single sphere
problem for shear flow consists in the determination of the pressure and velocity fields,
plus the angular velocity of the sphere ω.

The 3D flow problem was solved by the finite element method on a cubic cell containing
a single sphere (see Figure 3.1a). Since the sphere is located at the center of the cube, it
rotates only, therefore we do not need to implement any moving mesh. Indeed, the sphere
is just considered like a fixed surface of the domain. The rotation will be imposed through
constraints, as discussed below.

For the symmetry of the problem, only one half (z > 0) of the full domain can be
considered in order to optimize the computational effort (see Figure 3.1b). The flow field
at infinity is of course imposed on the cube boundaries. It’s important to point out that
the boundary conditions imposed in such a way lead to the existence of two inflow sections
on the cube boundaries (one-half of the yz−side for both positive and negative x values,
i.e. the sections ABCE and FGHI in Figure 3.1b). As discussed below, the conformation
tensor needs to be imposed on these sections.

The cell dimension was so chosen as to give cell invariant pressure and velocity fields. A
test about the proper choice of the ratio between the cubic length and the sphere diameter
is discussed in Section 3.3.1. A mesh with tetrahedral elements is chosen, with a higher
density of elements close to the sphere, where larger gradients are expected. An example
of the mesh used is depicted in Figure 3.2. As the zoom in the same figure clearly shows,
finer elements surrounding the sphere surface becoming more and more coarse far from it.

The problem with Bird-Carreau model as constitutive equation is solved by means of
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Figure 3.1: Geometric (a) and computational (b) domain.

a commercial software (Polyflow c©) by using a standard velocity - pressure formulation
(quadratic velocity and linear pressure). Upon discretization, a fully coupled non-linear
system is linearized by the Newton-Rhapson method and the sparse linear system is solved
by a frontal direct method based on Gaussian elimination. As it will be clear in the
following, for this model only steady state case needs to be solved.

In order to deal with the viscoelastic models, the continuity and momentum equations
(Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)) need to be solved together with the constitutive one (Eqs. (3.8), (3.9)
or (3.10)). However, in our numerical method, the momentum and continuity equations
are decoupled from the constitutive equation, and, as discussed later, an implicit stress
formulation is used. In this formulation the time-discretized constitutive equation is sub-
stituted into the momentum balance in order to obtain a Stokes like system (the stress
tensor computed in the previous time step is used).

It is well known that the resultant system leads to convergence problems at relatively
low Weissenberg number, if standard finite element discretization for the unknowns (u, p, τ )
is implemented. In order to improve the convergence at high Wi, stabilization techniques
are required. In this regard, we discretized the momentum equation with the DEVSS
formulation [42] by using in the constitutive equation the projected velocity gradient (G)
instead of (∇u)T (DEVSS-G formulation) [55]. The scheme is combined with the SUPG
method [56] for the constitutive equation. In addition, we use the recently proposed log-
conformation representation, which leads to a significantly improvement of numerical sta-
bility [57, 58]. According to this formulation, the original equation for the conformation
tensor c is transformed to an equivalent equation for s = log(c):

ṡ =
∂s

∂t
+ u · ∇s = g(∇uT , s) (3.12)

An expression for the function g can be found in [58]. Solving the equation for s instead
of the equation for c leads to a substantial improvement of stability for high Weissenberg
numbers.
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Figure 3.2: Example of mesh used in the computation (left) and a zoom of the zone close
to the sphere surface.

Finally, the torque-free condition (Eq. (3.5)) is imposed through constraints on the
sphere surface, by means of Lagrange multipliers. In this way, the sphere rotation is
automatically calculated by solving the augmented system of equations, and no trial-and-
error procedure is required.

The weak form of the system of equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and the constitutive equa-
tion ((3.8), (3.9) or (3.10)) then reads: For t > 0, find u ∈ U, p ∈ P, s ∈ S, G ∈ H, ω ∈
�, λ ∈ L2(∂Sp) such that:

−
∫

V

∇v p dV +

∫
V

a(∇v)T : ∇u dV −
∫

V

a(∇v)T : GT dV +

〈v − (χ × r), λ〉∂Sp = −
∫

V

D(v) : τ dV, (3.13)

∫
V

q∇ · u dV = 0, (3.14)

∫
V

H : G dV −
∫

V

H : (∇u)T dV = 0, (3.15)

∫
V

(S + τu · ∇S) :

(
∂s

∂t
+ u · ∇s − g(G, s)

)
dV = 0, (3.16)

〈μ, u − (ω × r)〉∂Sp = 0, (3.17)

s = s0 at t = 0, in V, (3.18)

s = s|φ=0 on inflow sections (3.19)

for all v ∈ U , q ∈ P , S ∈ S, H ∈ H , χ ∈ � and μ ∈ L2(∂Sp), where U, P, S, G are
suitable functional spaces. The τ parameter in Eq. (3.16) is given by τ = βh/2Ue, where
β is a dimensionless constant, h is a typical size of the element and Ue is a characteristic
velocity for the element. In our simulations, we have chosen β = 1 and for Ue we take the
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average of the magnitude of the velocities in all integration points. In addition, a in the
Eq. (3.13) is chosen equal to the viscosity, a = η0. We take the initial value of s0 = 0,
corresponding to zero initial stress. Finally, s|φ=0 is the conformation tensor for a unfilled
fluid in the same conditions as the suspension and generally is a function of time. In this
way, we impose an unperturbed flow condition on the inflow sections of the domain (being
sufficiently far from the sphere).

Notice that the angular velocity, ω, is treated as an additional unknown and is included
in the weak form of momentum equation. Only the z-component of ω is set different to
zero since, for the symmetry of the problem, the sphere can rotate around the vorticity
axis only. The torque-free condition is imposed through the Lagrange multipliers, λ, in
each node of the sphere surface. Only the x− and y−component of λ are set different to
zero since the Lagrange multipliers act as constraints on the x− and y−component of the
sphere velocity, being the z−component always nil.

3.2.4 Discretization

For the discretization of the weak form, we use tetrahedral elements with continuous
quadratic interpolation (P2) for the velocity u, linear continuous interpolation (P1) for
the pressure p, linear continuous interpolation (P1) for the velocity gradient G and linear
continuous interpolation (P1) for the log-conformation tensor s.

Regarding the time discretization, since we do not consider any solvent, an implicit
stress formulation is required. Indeed, let us consider the DEVSS-G explicit stress formu-
lation of the momentum and continuity equations at iteration n + 1 if the solvent is taken
into account:

−∇ · (2ηsD(un+1)) + ∇pn+1 − a∇ · (∇un+1 − Gn+1,T ) = ∇ · τ (cn+1) (3.20)

∇ · un+1 = 0 (3.21)

−∇un+1 + Gn+1,T = 0 (3.22)

where ηs is the solvent viscosity and cn+1 has already been computed from a previous
time step. If ηs = 0, remembering that GT = ∇u, the system becomes singular and no
update of the velocity field is possible. Instead of fully couple the system unknowns (u,
p, G, c), we can find an expression for τ (cn+1) which involves still unknown terms for the
velocity un+1. Let us recall, then, the explicit-Euler formulation of a general viscoelastic
constitutive equation:

cn+1

Δt
=

cn

Δt
− un · ∇cn + ∇un,T · cn + cn · ∇un + f (cn) (3.23)

where f (c) is a function depending on the model. A dependence on un+1 can be achieved
in the following way:

c∗,n+1

Δt
=

cn

Δt
− un+1 · ∇cn + ∇un+1,T · cn + cn · ∇un+1 + f(cn) (3.24)
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In the models investigated in this work, a linear relationship between τ and c holds
(Eq. (3.3)) so the stress term in Eq. (3.20) can be written as:

τ (c∗,n+1) = GΔt
(−un+1 · ∇cn + ∇un+1,T · cn + cn · ∇un+1

)
+ G (cn + Δtf (cn) − I)

(3.25)

Substituting this expression into the momentum equation (without solvent) leads to the
implicit stress formulation:

∇pn+1 − a∇ · (∇un+1 − Gn+1,T ) −∇ · (GΔt(−un+1 · ∇cn+

∇un+1,T · cn + cn · ∇un+1)) = ∇ · (G(cn + Δtf (cn) − I)) (3.26)

∇ · un+1 = 0 (3.27)

−∇un+1 + Gn+1,T = 0 (3.28)

Finally, the time-stepping procedure can be stated as follows:

Initialization. At t = 0, the log-conformation tensor s is set to 0, representing a zero
initial stress condition. No initial condition for the velocity is required since we neglect the
inertia.

Step 1. The unknowns (G, u, p, ω) as well as the Lagrange multipliers (λ) are found by
solving the following system according to the implicit stress formulation:

−
∫

V

∇ · v pn+1 dV +

∫
V

a(∇v)T : ∇un+1 dV −
∫

V

a(∇v)T : Gn+1,T dV +

GΔt

∫
V

(∇v)T : (−un+1 · ∇cn + ∇un+1,T · cn + cn · ∇un+1)) dV +

〈v − (χ × r), λn+1〉∂Sp = −
∫

V

D(v) : G(cn + Δtf (cn) − I) dV, (3.29)

∫
V

q∇ · un+1 dV = 0, (3.30)

∫
V

H : Gn+1 dV −
∫

V

H : (∇un+1)T dV = 0, (3.31)

〈μ, un+1 − (ωn+1 × r)〉∂Sp = 0, (3.32)

Notice that, in Eq. (3.29), cn is the conformation tensor evaluated in the previous time
step.

Step 2. The log-conformation tensor at the next time step, sn+1, is evaluated by inte-
grating the constitutive equation (3.16). A combined first-order Euler forward/backward
scheme is used and Eq. (3.16) is replaced by the following time-discretized form:∫

V

(S + τun+1 · ∇S) :

(
sn+1 − sn

Δt
+ un+1 · ∇sn+1 − g(Gn+1, sn)

)
dV = 0, (3.33)
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Table 3.1: Meshes used to check the spatial convergence
Mesh N◦ elements N◦ elements on sphere surface

A 2731 146
B 3547 203
C 4621 241
D 5558 300
E 6229 342
F 7861 405
G 9203 459

In both Step 1 and 2, an unsymmetric sparse linear system needs to be solved. We use the
parallel direct solver PARDISO [59, 60, 61].

3.3 Convergence test

3.3.1 Mesh convergence

In order to check the spatial convergence of the numerical procedure described in Sec-
tion 3.2, we performed different simulations by varying the mesh resolution. In addition,
since the shear flow boundary conditions need to be imposed far from the sphere (un-
perturbed conditions), we check whether the ratio L/D used in our simulations is large
enough, where L is the length of the cubic side of the computational domain, and D = 2R
is the sphere diameter.

The meshes used are summarized in Table 3.1. In Figure 3.3, the transient and steady
state rotation rate of the sphere in a Maxwell fluid are reported for the different meshes used
(for clarity, in the transient analysis only 4 mesh results are reported). The Weissenberg
number is the highest used in this work (Wi = 2.5) and the other parameters of the
simulations are: Δt = 0.05, L/D = 10, η0 = 1.0, γ̇ = 1. It is clear from the figures that a
spatial convergence is achieved when the mesh E is used.

Regarding the L/D ratio, to save memory and CPU time, it should be chosen as the
smallest value still assuring unperturbed conditions on the cube boundaries. Then, we
perform two simulations for L/D = 10 and L/D = 20 (in both cases we consider Maxwell
fluid, Wi = 2.5, Δt = 0.05, η0 = 1.0). The transient rotation rate and bulk viscosity
(defined in Section 3.4.2) is depicted in Figure 3.4. The curves overlap so the box size
does not affect the results. By decreasing L/D, more and more large deviations occur (not
shown) and the sphere ”feels” the presence of the boundary conditions imposed (just like
a wall). In the following, L/D = 10 will be set and the particle radius is chosen equal to
1.
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3.3.2 Convergence in time

Our numerical procedure is transient so the time step has to be chosen. The implicit
scheme used allows to choose a relatively large time step (in terms of numerical stability).
In Figure 3.5, the transient rotation rate is reported for different time steps (for a Maxwell
fluid and Wi = 2.5, η0 = 1.0). Notice that only the start-up phase is depicted, indeed no
steady state is achieved yet. The curves, starting from 0.5, show a different trend up to a
strain of 3-4 then they overlap. The major difference can be noticed after few time steps:
the curve at Δt = 0.05 goes up and goes down, whereas with decreasing the time step,
an asymptotic trend is found (with asymptote ω = 0.5). However, since the maximum
error (maximum deviation from the largest and smallest time step) is less than 2% and
the steady state is unaffected, we choose Δt = 0.05 to speed up the simulations. Finally,
notice also that the deviation showed in the figure refers to the highest Wi investigated
and, if Wi is decreased, the discrepancy goes more and more down.

3.4 Results

In this Section the results of our simulations for shear flow are presented. First, the
rotation of the sphere is investigated, and the influence of non-Newtonian behavior and
viscoelasticity of the suspending fluid is analyzed. Then, the bulk rheological properties of
the dilute suspensions are evaluated. In both cases, the transient results are shown before
the steady state ones. Since the steady state is achieved at the end of the simulation, the
number of time steps is dependent on the Weissenberg number.

Figure 3.3: Transient (left) and steady state (right) rotation rate for different mesh reso-
lutions (the letters refer to the meshes in Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.4: Transient rotation rate (left) and bulk viscosity (right) for two L/D ratios.

3.4.1 Rotation of the sphere

In Figure 3.6, the rotation rate of the sphere in a Maxwell fluid, ω, as a function of strain,
γ̇t, is reported, for different Weissenberg numbers. All the curves start from the Newtonian
rotation rate, ω = 0.5. By increasing the strain, the rotation rate decreases for every Wi
investigated and, after a certain transient time depending on the Wi, a steady state is
achieved. As previously discussed, the slight increase of the curves for small strains is
due to the time step chosen. By reducing the time step, the curves start more and more
asymptotically to ω = 0.5, as should be in agreement with the SOF theory (see Chapter
II).

The results for the PTT model (ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.5) are reported in Figure 3.7. Again,

Figure 3.5: Transient rotation rate for different time steps.
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starting from the Newtonian rotation rate, a decreasing trend is found, before achieving
a steady state. However, in this case, an undershoot is found for high Wi, therefore a
minimum in the rotation rate is attained. Notice that the undershoot is more pronounced
if ε parameter is increased, indeed, for ε = 0 the Maxwell behavior must be recovered.
A similar trend is found for the Giesekus model as well (Figure 3.8). Also in this case,
the undershoot appears for sufficiently high Wi and is more pronounced if α parameter is
increased (for α = 0 the Maxwell model is recovered). Finally, no start-up phase occurs if
the Bird-Carreau model is considered, since the constitutive model does not include any
dependence on time (it is just a Stokes problem with a different, independent of time,
viscosity). For this model, only steady state results will be reported.

By taking the rotation rate values after the transient phase extinguished, we get steady
state curves as a function of Weissenberg number. However, in order to make a qualitative
comparison with the trend found in the experimental data, we consider the rotation period
also (T = 2π/ω).

It is well known that the rotation period TNewt of a rigid sphere immersed in a Newtonian
fluid under shearing flow can be written in terms of a Jeffery period as TNewt = 4π/γ̇ [8].
In what follows we use a normalized viscoelastic rotation period defined as [20]: T =
TNN/TNewt, where TNN is the rotation period of the sphere in the viscoelastic medium. Of
course, for vanishing Wi, T tends to unity. Experimental results [20] show that T is an
increasing function of the Weissenberg number, i.e., the sphere slows down by increasing
Wi. Figure 3.9 shows T and ω plotted as a function of Wi varying in the range [0, 2.5] for
the Bird-Carreau purely viscous fluid, the Maxwell fluid, and the PTT fluid.

The numerical results for the Bird-Carreau model are indicated with the dotted line.
Two values of the constitutive parameter p were considered (p = 2 and p = 4), to investigate
the possible effect of different shear thinning slopes (see Eq. (3.7)). It turns out that the two
curves exactly superimpose, and give T = 1 throughout the explored Weissenberg range.
Thus, a purely viscous, shear-thinning fluid as described with the Bird-Carreau model does

Figure 3.6: Transient rotation rate for Maxwell model for different Weissenberg numbers.
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Figure 3.7: Transient rotation rate for Phan-Thien Tanner model for different Weissenberg
numbers (ε = 0.1 on the left and ε = 0.5 on the right).

not show any slowing down of the sphere, which keeps rotating as in the Newtonian case
also at high Wi.

Conversely, the Maxwell model (solid line in Figure 3.9) apparently shows a substantial
increase of T (decrease of ω), i.e., a slowing down of the sphere angular velocity, with
increasing Wi. The T vs Wi curve soon reaches an asymptotic slope of ∼ 4/5. Thus,
fluid elasticity rather than shear-thinning seems to be responsible for the slowing down of
particle rotation at finite Wi. As it will be shown in the following, the Maxwell model, in
fact, leads to the largest rotation period of the sphere, at least in the investigated Wi-range.

Finally, the rotation period of the sphere in a PTT fluid is also plotted in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.8: Transient rotation rate for Giesekus model for different Weissenberg numbers
(α = 0.2 on the left and α = 0.5 on the right).
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Figure 3.9: Steady state period ratio (left) and rotation rate (right) for Maxwell, Bird-
Carreau and Phan-Thien Tanner models, as functions of Weissenberg number.

Two different values of the constitutive parameter are chosen: ε = 0.1 (dot-dashed line),
and ε = 0.5 (dashed line). The rotation period (rotation rate) increases (decreases) by
increasing Wi, and the constitutive parameter ε modulates the slope of the curves. Both
curves lie in between the Maxwell and Bird-Carreau (= Newtonian) ones. In comparing
PTT with Maxwell predictions, it so appears that the ”weakening” of N1 of the suspending
fluid with increasing Wi (with respect to the Maxwell behavior N1 = 2Wi) implies a smaller
slowing down effect on the particle rotation.

Notice that, by increasing ε at fixed Wi, a smaller rotation period is predicted (i.e., a
faster rotation). This is shown in Figure 3.10 where T and ω vs ε are plotted, for Wi = 2.0.
The curves start from the Maxwell prediction (ε = 0), and monotonic trend is observed.

The predictions with a Giesekus model are reported in Figure 3.11, where also the
Maxwell and Bird-Carreau results are plotted for the sake of comparison. As for the
Maxwell model, an increase (decrease) of the normalized period T (rotation rate ω) is
observed with increasing Wi. As for the PTT model, such an increase is less steep than
for the Maxwell fluid. However, notice that for the maximum exploited α parameter (=
0.5), the curve overlaps the Maxwell one.

Indeed, an interesting feature of the Giesekus fluid is the effect of the α parameter on
the period ratio. At fixed Wi, a non-monotonic behavior of T with increasing α is found, as
shown in Figure 3.12 (contrast with Figure 3.10 for the PTT model) for Wi = 2.0. A similar
behavior is found at other Wi. The reason for such a non-monotonic behavior is unclear.
It should perhaps be considered that the Giesekus fluid is the only fluid investigated here
possessing a nonzero second normal stress difference. The presence of a minimum for T
(maximum for ω) implies that for low values of α the rotation period departs from Maxwell
prediction, to increase again for larger α (at a constant value of Wi).
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Figure 3.10: Steady state period ratio (left) and rotation rate (right) as functions of ε
constitutive parameter for Phan-Thien Tanner model (Wi = 2.0).

3.4.2 Rheological properties

The rheology of a dilute suspension of rigid spheres in simple shear flow is now explored.
Once the full problem is solved in the simulation cell, the local stress fields are obtained,
and the bulk stress of a dilute suspension as a whole is recovered by using the Batchelor
formula [9]:

〈τ 〉 =
1

V

∫
V − 4πR3

3

τ dV +
3

4πR3
φ

∫
4πR2

τ · nx dA (3.34)

Figure 3.11: Steady state period ratio (left) and rotation rate (right) for Maxwell, Bird-
Carreau and Giesekus models, as functions of Weissenberg number.
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Figure 3.12: Steady state period ratio (left) and rotation rate (right) as functions of α
constitutive parameter for Giesekus model (Wi = 2.0).

In Eq. (3.34), 〈τ 〉 is the deviatoric bulk stress of the suspension, V and 4/3πR3 are the cell
and sphere volume, respectively, φ is the (low) volume fraction of the suspension, 4πR2 is
the sphere surface, n is the normal to the surface itself and x is the position of a point on
the sphere surface. It is of course presumed in Eq. (3.34) that the cell is large enough to
recover undisturbed fields at the cell boundaries.

In the case of shear flow, with x as the velocity direction and y as the gradient direction,
the bulk viscosity is related to the xy component of the bulk stress tensor as follows:

〈η〉 =
〈τxy〉

γ̇
(3.35)

The bulk first and second normal stress differences are defined as:

〈N1〉 = 〈τxx − τyy〉 (3.36)

〈N2〉 = 〈τyy − τzz〉 (3.37)

In the following, predictions for the quantities 〈η〉, 〈N1〉 and 〈N2〉 will be given in nondi-
mensional form, i.e., using λ as the characteristic time scale, and eta0γ̇ as the scale for the
stress.

Analytical predictions for a dilute suspension of rigid spheres in SOF fluid under simple
shear flow were given in Chapter II and in [14, 15, 16]. Here is reported the constitutive
equation for a SOF fluid (in nondimensional form) (Eq. (2.8)):

τ = 2D − Wi(A + bD · D) (3.38)

where A is the second Rivlin-Ericksen tensor, and b is a constitutive parameter linked to
normal stresses. For the viscoelastic fluids considered in this work, the SOF asymptote
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Figure 3.13: Transient bulk viscosity, first and second normal stress differences for Maxwell
model and different Weissenberg numbers.

is recovered with b = −8 for the Maxwell and PTT models, whereas for the Giesekus
fluid b depends on α. A quantitative agreement between our present simulations and SOF
predictions for Wi → 0 is then expected.

The results presented below refer to a volume fraction φ = 0.05, which is chosen in such
manner that the suspension can still be expected to be in the dilute limit, yet sufficiently
high to give a significant suspension contribution to the overall stress. For all suspensions
considered here, the suspension viscosity, the first and (in absolute value) the second normal
stress differences are all found to increase with respect to the corresponding quantities for
the pure suspending fluids, at any given Wi. In general, it is also found that with increasing
Wi the differences between suspension and pure fluid rheological quantities progressively
slightly decrease.

In Figure 3.13, 〈η〉, 〈N1〉, and 〈N2〉 are reported as a function of strain for a suspensions
of spheres in a Maxwell fluid, for different Weissenberg numbers. All the curves start from
0 and a monotonic behavior can be noticed. In particular, the bulk viscosity and N1
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Figure 3.14: Transient bulk viscosity, first and second normal stress differences for Phan-
Thien Tanner model (ε = 0.5) and different Weissenberg numbers.

increases with strain whereas bulk N2 decreases. However, no overshoot/undershoot is
found. Finally, notice also that the steady state viscosity does not change too much if Wi
is varied, even if, of course, the time to achieve the steady state is strongly dependent on
it.

A different behavior is found for the PTT model (ε = 0.5) as shown in Figure 3.14. In
this case, the viscosity trend is strongly influenced by Wi. In addition, for high Wi an
overshoot in 〈η〉 and 〈N1〉 can be observed. As the transient rotation rate, the overshoot
is more and more pronounced if ε increases. Regarding 〈N2〉, starting from 0, a decreasing
trend is initially observed, then a minimum is attained and, if Wi is sufficiently high, also
a maximum is reached before achieving the steady state. It’s important to point out that
unfilled Maxwell as well as PTT fluids do not predict any second normal stress differences
that then arise by adding particles into the fluid. This behavior was predicted by the SOF
theory as well (see Eq. 2.40).

Finally, in Figure 3.15, rheological quantities for a suspension of spheres in a Giesekus
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Figure 3.15: Transient bulk viscosity, first and second normal stress differences for Giesekus
model (α = 0.2) and different Weissenberg numbers.

fluid are depicted (α = 0.2). A similar behavior of 〈η〉 and 〈N1〉 with PTT suspension is
found, but the second normal stress difference graph shows only an undershoot for high
Wi. However the magnitude of bulk N2 is one time greater than a Maxwell and PTT
suspension, since a pure Giesekus fluid predicts non-zero second normal stress difference.

As did for the rotation rate, we can take the steady state values of the rheological
quantities just shown in order to analyze the steady state behavior.

In Figure 3.16, the steady state bulk properties 〈η〉, 〈N 1〉, and 〈N2〉 (the over line means
steady state) are reported as a function of Wi, for a suspension of spheres in a Maxwell
fluid. The asymptotic SOF suspension results are plotted as dotted line and the grey line
refers to the unfilled fluid.

Both viscosity of an unfilled SOF and a Maxwell fluid are equal to η0 (=1) and they
do not depend on Wi (not reported in figure). As just said, the SOF suspension viscosity
(dotted line) is independent of Wi as well and coincides with the Newtonian one (〈η〉 =
1.125 for φ = 0.05). A slight shear thinning of 〈η〉 vs Wi is found for a filled Maxwell
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Figure 3.16: Steady state bulk viscosity, first and second normal stress differences for
Maxwell fluid. The rheological properties for SOF fluid and unfilled Maxwell fluid are
plotted as well.

fluid. This seems to imply that the slowing down of the rotational motion of the individual
spheres corresponds to smaller dissipation.

The effect of solid particles on 〈N1〉 in a Maxwell fluid can be observed on the second
plot of Figure 3.16. At vanishing Wi the SOF asymptote is recovered. With increasing
Wi, however, a slight thinning of the bulk first normal stress difference sets in, at variance
with the behavior of a pure Maxwell fluid. Finally, a non-zero bulk second normal stress
difference appears in the filled Maxwell fluid (as discussed above). The simulation results
merge with the analytic SOF limit at low Wi, and for b = −8. It is worth noticing
that the bulk second normal stress difference, which is only due to rigid inclusions in
the Maxwell liquid, shows a clear non-monotonic behavior with Wi (with the adopted
nondimensionalization).

Figure 3.17 shows the shear rheology for PTT suspending fluid. Two values of the
PTT parameter ε are considered, namely, ε = 0.1 and 0.5. The suspension viscosity starts
from Newtonian or SOF prediction, and shear thins with increasing Wi. The suspension
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Figure 3.17: Steady state bulk viscosity, first and second normal stress differences for PTT
fluid. The rheological properties for SOF fluid and unfilled PTT fluid are plotted as well.

first normal stress difference of course shows a thinning behavior much more evident than
in the Maxwell suspension, as the suspending fluid is itself thinning. A slight maximum
is observed around Wi = 1 for the ε = 0.5 PTT suspension. Both viscosity and first
normal stress difference are higher than the corresponding unfilled fluid quantity (grey
lines). Finally, a non-zero second normal stress difference appears in the suspension, with
clear minima at both ε values. Notice that, again, for Wi → 0 all curves asymptotize to the
corresponding SOF curves. Specifically, for the suspension second normal stress difference,
note that the two PTT fluids investigated have a common SOF asymptote, as the b value
(see Eq. (3.38)) of the SOF fluid corresponding to PTT (for Wi → 0) does not depend on
ε.

In Figure 3.4.2, the material functions for a suspension of spheres in a Giesekus fluid
are illustrated. Two values of the constitutive parameter α are chosen, α = 0.2 and 0.5.
All the trends already observed for the PTT fluid are qualitatively confirmed.

Concerning the suspension second normal stress difference, it is worth noting that the
Wi → 0 asymptote now depends on the parameter α. The corresponding SOF asymptote
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Figure 3.18: Steady state bulk viscosity, first and second normal stress differences for GSK
fluid. The rheological properties for SOF fluid and unfilled GSK fluid are plotted as well.

for the Giesekus fluid is recovered with b = 4(α − 2). It is apparent from Fig. that
the agreement between numerical and analytical predictions in the vanishing Wi limit is
excellent.

Coming back to the differences between suspension bulk properties and suspending
fluid properties, Figure 3.19 shows the ratio of the viscosity of the suspension (at φ = 0.05)
to that of the pure suspending liquid versus Wi, for the Maxwell, PTT (ε = 0.1) and
Giesekus (α = 0.2) models. In all cases, as already mentioned in the beginning of this
Section, the relative increase of the viscosity due to the rigid inclusions decreases with
increasing Wi. Similar trends (not shoewn) are found for the ratios 〈N1,φ=0.05〉/〈N1,pure〉
and 〈N2,φ=0.05〉/〈N2,pure〉. Thus, in the dilute regime at least, the influence of the filler
slightly weakens with increasing Wi, as already mentioned in the beginning of this Section.

An alternative way to show the steady state behavior of rheological properties is sug-
gested in [62, 63, 17], where the bulk normal stress differences are plotted as a function of
bulk shear stress, 〈σxy〉. The (dimensional) stress differences are scaled by G = η0/λ. Our
simulation results are reported in Figure 3.20, for Maxwell (a), Giesekus (b) and Phan-
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Figure 3.19: Viscosity and first normal stress difference ratio for Maxwell, PTT (ε = 0.1)
and Giesekus (α = 0.2) fluids.

Figure 3.20: Bulk first and second normal stress differences (normalized by G = η0/λ) as
a function of bulk shear stress for Maxwell (a), Giesekus (b) and Phan-Thien Tanner (c)
models.

Thien Tanner (c) models. Solid lines (if any) refer to the pure suspending liquid, and the
effect of increasing φ is shown in the figure. With this representation, the first and second
normal stress differences decrease and increase, respectively, with increasing volume frac-
tion. (As already showed above, N2 for Maxwell and PTT model only exists for the filled
systems.) These trends are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental results
by Mall-Gleissle et al. [17]. Quantitative agreement between predictions and data can not
be assessed, however. Indeed, the experimental data are taken at volume fractions not
actually in the dilute regime. Moreover, our simulations are made in a limited Wi-range
(up to 2.5), whereas experimental data were taken at larger Wi-values.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter we abandoned the low Weissenberg number hypothesis (Chapter II) and we
analyzed the fluid dynamic and the rheology of a dilute suspension of spheres at high Wi
in simple shear flow. The analysis is carried out through numerical simulations by solving
the governing equations of the system coupled with a viscoelastic constitutive equation for
the suspending fluid. Viscoelastic models with different behaviors are taken into account
in order to relate the phenomena observed to a particular non linear effect.

A cubic frame with a sphere at the center is considered, so that the sphere can only
rotate. Shear flows boundary conditions are imposed on the cubic faces and the size
of the cube is chosen sufficiently larger than the particle radius to recover unperturbed
conditions on the cube boundaries. Since the sphere does not translate, it is represented
by a fixed spherical surface. The rigid-body motion (i.e. rotation) is imposed by means of
constraints on the surface (Lagrange multipliers). In this way, the torque-free condition is
automatically satisfied and the angular velocity is added as unknown and is recovered by
solving the full system of equations.

In order to improve the convergence at high Weissenberg number, we discretized the
momentum equation with the DEVSS-G [42, 55] formulation combined with the SUPG
method [56] for constitutive equations. In addition, the log-conformation representation
is used [57, 58] in order to improve the numerical stability and an implicit time-stepping
procedure is implemented.

Preliminary convergence tests are carried out in order to test the code and set proper
mesh parameters (resolution and domain size) as well as the time step.

First of all, results about the rotation rate of the sphere are discussed by focusing the
attention on the impact of the viscoelasticity and the viscoelastic model. Our simulations
showed the purely viscous Bird-Carreau model is not able to capture the experimentally
observed slowing down of the sphere. On the contrary, if first normal stress differences are
taken into account, the slowing down effect can be predicted and it is more and more pro-
nounced if the Weissenberg number increases (in qualitative agreement with experiments
[20]). In particular, the Maxwell model predicts the slowest rotation whereas the Giesekus
and Phan-Thien Tanner curves lie in between the Maxwell and Newtonian ones. However,
the additional constitutive parameter of Giesekus and PTT models strongly affect the slope
of these curves. In this regard, for PTT model, a monotonic trend of the rotation rate
as a function the constitutive parameter is found whereas a maximum is attained for a
Giesekus fluid. The transient analysis has shown different behaviors as well. Starting form
the Newtonian rotation rate, we found a decreasing trend of the rotation rate in time for
every model investigated. However, Maxwell model always predicts a monotonic behavior
whereas for Giesekus and PTT models an undershoot is observed if Wi is sufficiently high.

The bulk rheology of such a suspension is then investigated. The bulk properties are
recovered by using a standard averaging procedure [9] where the bulk stress is given by a
contribution of the fluid as well of the solid. If a Maxwell model is considered, starting from
the Newtonian prediction, we found a slight shear thinning steady state bulk viscosity even
if the unfilled fluid predicts a constant viscosity. Furthermore, the presence of the particles
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increase bulk N1 with respect to the pure fluid and, surprisingly, leads to non zero bulk
second normal stress differences. The transient analysis shows again a monotonic trend.

The steady state bulk viscosity and N1 for PTT and Giesekus shows a similar behavior
and both are higher then the corresponding unfilled fluid quantity. Again, a non zero second
normal stress difference is found for PTT if particles are added into the fluid. Contrarily
to Maxwell predictions, overshoots and undershoots are observed in the transient trends
of these rheological properties.

In addition, for vanishing Wi, our simulation results are in excellent agreement with
the analytical predictions for a SOF suspension carried out in the previous Chapter.

Finally, the influence of the particle concentration is also investigated. Our simulations
predict a decreasing bulk N1 and a increasing bulk N2 (in absolute value) if the volume
fraction is increased. These results are in qualitatively agreement with experimental data
from literature [17].



Chapter 4

Concentrated suspensions in planar
elongational flow - Newtonian case

4.1 Introduction

The analysis carried out in the previous Chapters is based on the diluteness assumption.
Typically, in many systems of practical interest, the concentration of particles is high
so they are non-dilute or concentrated. In other words, a many-particle system should be
considered and the hydrodynamic interactions play a crucial role by affecting the local flow
fields, bulk properties and the final behavior of the material. It is quite obvious that, in
this case, not only an analytical theory cannot be assessed but the computational scheme is
not straightforward anymore. Indeed, in order to take into account hydrodynamic effects,
particle interactions need to be considered, leading to the development of solid structure.
The particles, in fact, are not isolated anymore but move because of the fluid and the
particles themselves. Therefore a proper numerical scheme needs to be developed.

In the last decades, Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) techniques have been devel-
oped in order to predict and understand the complex flow of particle-filled fluids. The
motion of the fluid is governed by the (Navier-)Stokes equations and the motion of the
particles by the linear and angular momentum equations of rigid-body dynamics. The
coupling of the fluid and the particles is achieved through the no-slip condition on the
particle boundaries and the hydrodynamic forces and torques on the particles. The hydro-
dynamic forces and torques are, of course, those arising from the computed motion of the
fluid, and therefore are not known in advance. These interactions are then computed and
no theoretical approximation is required.

In order to manage the problem computationally, we need to develop a suited simulation
scheme using the smallest domain that still has the same average properties as the whole
suspension. Hence, by solving the flow problem in this domain, we should be able to predict
the average micro-structure and the bulk properties of the suspensions, with reduced CPU
time and memory.

This idea has been used by Hwang et al. [28, 27] where the authors combine Lees-
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Edwards boundary conditions, i.e. a sliding bi-periodic domain, with a standard velocity-
pressure finite element formulation for a Newtonian suspension as well as a DEVSS/DG
(Discrete Elastic Viscous Split Stress/Discontinuous Galerkin) scheme for viscoelastic sus-
pensions in simple shear flow. According to this scheme, each frame slides relatively to
one another by an amount determined by a given shear rate. So, a frame can be consid-
ered a sample of the whole suspension and transforms the many-particle suspension into a
single unit cell. The results reported by the authors (for both Newtonian and viscoelastic
case) are very promising. The implemented scheme allows to consider in an efficient way
concentrated solid suspensions subjected to shear flow.

Recently, the bi-periodic frame concept has been extended to planar extensional flow
as well [29]. However, in order to deal with such a flow, a deformation in time of the
bi-periodic frame is proposed. As a consequence, after a certain time, the frames cannot
be deformed anymore since the smallest characteristic length of the frame is comparable
with the characteristic dimension of the particles. Hence, it is difficult to achieve a steady
state for this imposed flow field. This is especially true for a viscoelastic fluid at high
Weissenberg number, where large strains are needed before a steady state is obtained.
Finally, in the scheme described in [29] remeshing of the domain is also done in order to
keep the aspect ratio of the elements close to one.

In this Chapter, we propose a new simulation scheme that circumvents these problems.
The main concept is to relocate a particle on the inflow boundary of the domain when
it crosses the outflow sections. So, no periodic boundary condition is imposed. In par-
ticular, the computational domain is divided into three concentric square regions: in the
internal one the particles move, the micro-structural and bulk properties are evaluated in
this region. So, this region can be considered as a sample of the whole suspension. In
the intermediate region the particles can move as well and, when they cross the outflow
boundaries of that region, they are relocated randomly on one of the two inflow sections of
the same region. Finally, the outer region only contains fluid since particles cannot enter.
The elongational flow boundary conditions are imposed on the external boundaries of the
outer region: so the particles feel the presence of the elongational flow boundary conditions
only as an imposed “far field”.

According to this scheme, no deformation of the domain occurs and a time-independent
fixed grid can be used (and no need remeshing of the domain is needed). Furthermore,
an average steady state can be achieved: we do not need to stop the simulation since the
domain dimensions do not change. Finally, this scheme is suited for the simulation of
viscoelastic suspensions. Indeed, after the relocation of the particles in the intermediate
region, the stress has time to develop before particles enter the internal region where the
properties are calculated.

Therefore, we consider a concentrated suspension of rigid, non-Brownian disks in a
planar elongational flow, where the particle and fluid inertia can be neglected.

In this Chapter the analysis is carried out for a Newtonian medium, whereas in Chapter
IV the viscoelasticity of the suspending fluid is considered. The particle-fluid interactions
are taken into account by implementing a Lagrange Multiplier/Fictitious Domain Method
(LM/FDM) [30, 64]. The force-free, torque-free rigid body motion of the particles is de-
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scribed by a rigid-ring problem [28, 27]. So, a fixed mesh is used for the computation and
the particles are described by their boundaries only, through collocation points. This de-
scription is possible because inertia is neglected. Finally, the rigid-body motion constraints
are imposed through Lagrange multipliers, that can be identified as traction forces on the
particle surfaces (with a correction due to the fluid stress inside the object).

Another difference with the works of Hwang et al. [28, 27, 29] is that with our scheme a
particle is not splitted into parts since it never crosses the boundary of the whole domain.
However, since a particle can cross the sample internal region, a slight modification of the
bulk stress formula is required. Finally, our method is easy to implement and it can be
easily extended to 3D problems, even if, in the latter case, iterative solvers and parallel
calculations are needed.

Numerical simulations are performed and the local flow fields are presented for a many-
particle problem. The bulk stress is recovered by using a standard averaging procedure [9].
Finally the bulk rheological properties are discussed and a comparison with the results of
Hwang and Hulsen [29] is carried out. Our results on the bulk viscosity of the suspension
are in very good agreement. Moreover, an anisotropic structure is also found even if no
transient behavior as in [29] is observed.

The Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.2, the problem definition is presented.
The governing equations for fluid, particles and hydrodynamic interactions are given as
well. In Section 4.3, the weak form for the whole domain is derived. Moreover, the spatial
implementation and time integration algorithms are discussed. In Section 4.4, the bulk
stress formula is given. In Section 4.5, the method is validated. A comparison between the
Lagrange multipliers/fictitious domain method and a boundary fitted method is carried
out. A simple test problem is chosen. In particular, local flow fields and bulk stress are
exploited. The influence of the number of collocation points on the accuracy of the solution
is also analyzed. Moreover, the relationship between Lagrange multipliers and traction
forces on the particles is discussed. In Section 4.6, the simulation procedure is introduced.
The computational scheme is presented and particle area fraction and bulk stress formulas
are given. In Section 4.7, the results for planar extensional flow are presented. A many-
particle problem (150 and 225 particles) is simulated. Local velocity, pressure, stress
fields are analyzed and discussed, by means of snapshots of the simulations. Finally, bulk
properties (stress tensor and viscosity) are evaluated.

4.2 Modeling

Suspensions consisting of a large number of rigid non-Brownian circular disk particles
(2D problem) in planar elongational flow are considered. A schematic representation of
the problem is shown in Figure 4.1: many particles (circles) move in a Newtonian fluid
medium. Particles are denoted by Pi(t), i = 1 . . .N , where N is the total number of
particles in the domain.

A square domain, denoted by Ω, is considered. On the fluid boundaries, denoted by
Γi, i = 1 . . . 4, planar elongational flow boundary conditions are imposed. The Cartesian
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the problem: a square fluid domain (Ω) filled with
many particles (Pi(t)) is considered. Elongational flow conditions on the fluid boundaries
(Γi) are imposed.

x and y coordinates are selected such that the origin is at the center of the domain. The
particles move according to the imposed flow and hydrodynamic interactions: their rigid-
body motion is completely defined by the translational velocity, U i = (Ui, Vi), and angular
velocity, ωi = ωik, where k is the unit vector in the direction normal to the x − y plane.
Moreover, for a particle Pi, X i = (Xi, Yi), Θi = Θik are used for the coordinates of the
particle center and the angular rotation, respectively. Here, the governing equations for a
Newtonian suspension are presented, for the fluid domain as well as for the particles.

4.2.1 Fluid domain

For a Newtonian and inertialess fluid, the momentum balance, the continuity and the
constitutive relation are:

∇ · σ = 0 in Ω\P (t) (4.1)

∇ · u = 0 in Ω\P (t) (4.2)

σ = −pI + 2ηD in Ω\P (t) (4.3)

where u, σ, p, I, D and η are the velocity, the stress, the pressure, the 2x2 unity tensor,
the rate-of-deformation tensor and the viscosity, respectively and P =

⋃
Pi.

The fluid boundary conditions are given by:

u = U i + ωi × (x − X i) on ∂Pi(t) (i = 1 . . . N) (4.4)

u = ε̇x, v = −ε̇y on Γi (i = 1 . . . 4) (4.5)
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assuming that all particles are fully immersed in the fluid. Equation (4.4) is the rigid-body
condition and x are the coordinates of the points on the particle surface. Equation (4.5)
gives the planar elongational flow boundary conditions where ε̇ is the elongational rate. In
the absence of inertia, no initial conditions are needed for the velocity field of the fluid as
well as for the particles. Finally, it is sufficient to set the pressure level in one point of the
domain.

4.2.2 Particle domain

Following [28, 27], in this work a rigid-ring description for the particle domain is used. In
this way, a particle is considered as a rigid ring which is filled with the same fluid as in the
fluid domain. This description can be used if the inertia is neglected. So, it is necessary to
discretize only the particle boundary, which leads to reduction in memory requirements and
simplifies the implementation. Moreover, as shown later, the traction force on the particle
boundaries can be obtained as a part of the solution, when the rigid-body constraints are
implemented through Lagrange multipliers.

With the rigid-ring description, the equations for a particle Pi can be written as:

∇ · σ̂ = 0 in Pi(t) (4.6)

∇ · u = 0 in Pi(t) (4.7)

σ̂ = −pI + 2ηD in Pi(t) (4.8)

u = U i + ωi × (x − X i) on ∂Pi(t) (4.9)

Again, Eqs. (4.6)-(4.9) are equations for the momentum balance, the continuity, the con-
stitutive relation and the boundary condition respectively, which are the same for the fluid
domain. Note, that we have denoted the fluid stress tensor inside the particle (σ̂) different
from the stress tensor in the fluid between particles in order to make a distinction between
the stress tensor inside the ‘real’ rigid particle (σ) and the fictitious fluid stress. The
solution of the problem inside a particle is the rigid-body motion itself as applied on the
particle boundary [28, 27]:

u = U i + ωi × (x − X i) in Pi(t) (4.10)

With this description, the pressure level inside a particle is undetermined/not unique, in
theory. However it turns out that, in the numerical implementation with the fictitious
domain method, it is not necessary to specify the pressure level inside the particle directly.
Finally, the movement of particles is given by the following kinematic equations:

dX i

dt
= U i, X i|t=0 = X i,0 (4.11)

dΘi

dt
= ωi, Θi|t=0 = Θi,0 (4.12)

Equation (4.12) is completely decoupled from the other equations for circular particles.
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4.2.3 Hydrodynamic interactions

Equation (4.4) (and (4.9) as well) adds (for the 2D case) three additional unknowns for
each particle, namely the translational and angular velocities of the particle. So, it is
necessary to consider the balance equations for drag forces and torques, acting on the
particle boundaries. Under the assumptions of absence of inertia and external forces and
torques, the particles are force-free and torque-free, so the balance equations are given by:

F i =

∫
∂Pi(t)

σ · nds = 0 (4.13)

T i =

∫
∂Pi(t)

(x − X i) × (σ · n)ds = 0 (4.14)

In these equations, F i = (Fi,x, Fi,y) and T i = Tik are the total force and torque on the
particle boundaries, n is the outwardly directed unit normal vector on ∂Pi. As we can see,
for the 2D case, (4.13) and (4.14) add three equations to the system.

The equations (4.1)-(4.3) for the fluid domain with boundary conditions (4.4)-(4.5),
the corresponding equations for the particle domain (4.6)-(4.8) with boundary condition
(4.9) and the hydrodynamic equations (4.13)-(4.14) form a system in the unknowns: p,
u, σ, U i, ωi. The kinematic equations (4.11)-(4.12) are integrated to update the particle
positions and rotations. So, every time-step the problem is solved and the flow fields,
rigid-body unknowns and stresses are evaluated. Next, we need to find an expression for
the evaluation of bulk rheological properties (bulk stress, bulk viscosity, etc.). This will be
presented in Section 4.4.

4.3 Weak form and implementation

4.3.1 Weak form

In this Section the derivation of the weak form is presented. In deriving the weak form
of the governing equations, the hydrodynamic forces and torques on the particles can
be completely eliminated by combining the fluid and particle equations of motion into a
single weak equation of motion for the combined fluid and particle system. This equation
is called the combined equation of motion and can be obtained by choosing a suitable
variational space for the velocity which incorporates the rigid-body motion constraint (see
[30, 65] for details). This formulation has two important advantages: the first is that the
hydrodynamic forces and torques do not have to be computed or modeled anymore since
they cancel in the weak form. The second advantage is that these schemes are not subject
to numerical instabilities as shown in [65].

Extending the combined equation of motion to cover the particle domain, removing the
rigid-ring constraint from the variational spaces and enforce it as a constraint using the
Lagrange multipliers, the weak form for the whole domain can be obtained:
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Find u ∈ H1(Ω)2, U i ∈ �2, ωi ∈ �, λi ∈ L2(∂Pi(t)), p ∈ L2(Ω) (i = 1 . . .N) such that:

−
∫

Ω

∇·v p dA+

∫
Ω

2ηD(v) : D(u) dA+

N∑
i=1

〈v−(V i +χi×(x−X i)), λi〉∂Pi
= 0 (4.15)

∫
Ω

q∇ · u dA = 0 (4.16)

〈μi, u − (U i + ωi × (x − X i))〉∂Pi
= 0 (4.17)

for all v ∈ H1(Ω)2, V i ∈ �2, χi ∈ �, μi ∈ L2(∂Pi(t)), q ∈ L2(Ω) (i = 1 . . . N).
This weak form is at the basis of the fictitious domain method since it includes both the

fluid and particle domain. The rigid-body condition is included in the momentum balance
and the constraints are implemented through Lagrange multipliers, only on the particle
boundaries. As a consequence, a fixed, time-independent, very simple mesh can be used,
circumventing the necessity of remeshing and projection, as needed in the ALE method
[66, 67, 68].

The solution of equations (4.15)-(4.17) gives (u, p, U i, ωi) as well as all the Lagrangian
multipliers. Then, the particle positions and rotations can be updated by integrating the
kinematic equations (Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12)) and the problem is solved at the next time
step. As previously discussed, it is not necessary to specify initial conditions for u, U i and
ωi since both fluid and particles are inertialess. Instead, it is mandatory to set the pressure
level, for example by specifying the pressure in a point of the domain. The resulting system
is linear in the state variables and symmetric. It is solved by a direct method based on a
sparse multi-frontal variant of Gaussian elimination (HSL/MA57) [69]. However, a direct
method can be used only for 2D simulations since a huge matrix needs to be solved when
dealing with 3D problems. In this case, in order to manage the memory requirements,
iterative solvers should be used.

4.3.2 Spatial discretization

The fictitious domain allows to use a very simple, time-independent mesh for the discretiza-
tion of the whole domain. In this work, a rectangular regular mesh with bi-quadratic in-
terpolation for the velocity and bi-linear continuous interpolation for the pressure is used
(Q2 −Q1 elements). It is well known that this kind of element satisfies the LBB condition.
Due to the discontinuity of the pressure field between the fluid and particle domain a dis-
continuous interpolation for the pressure should preferably be used [28, 27, 70]. However,
as we will discuss later, even if we use a discontinuous pressure interpolation (Q2 − P d

1

element), the pressure value on the particle surface cannot be recovered accurately.
From the rigid-ring description, the particles are discretized by their boundaries. The

weak form of the rigid-ring description (Eq. (4.17)) has been approximated by point collo-
cation:

〈μi, u− (U i + ωi × (x−X i))〉∂Pi
≈

Nc∑
k=1

μi,k · {u(xk)− (U i + ωi × (xk −X i)) (4.18)
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where Nc is the number of collocation points on the particle surface, xk are the coordinates
of the kth collocation point and μi,k the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. This boundary
discretization is very simple to implement and, as shown in Section 4.5, stresslets on the
particles can be recovered by Lagrange multipliers values. It is important to point out that
the number of collocation points is a crucial choice for the accuracy of the bulk stress: too
few points cannot represent adequately the rigid-body motion while too many collocation
points lead to an overestimation of the surface stress integrals. A detailed analysis about
the choice of Nc will be carried out in Section 4.5.

In Figure 4.2 a comparison between a typical unstructured mesh for a boundary fitted
method (on the left), and the fictitious domain mesh for the same particle configuration
(on the right) is shown. In the first case only the fluid domain is discretized: no solution
is obtained inside the particles. In the fictitious domain, however, we can observe a mesh
inside the objects as well. As a consequence, after solving the equations, pressure and
velocity (and stress) are also evaluated in the nodes inside the particles. Although it is
not possible to accurately recover the pressure (and stresses) on the particle surface (see
Section 4.5), a simple regular mesh can be used, giving the opportunity to solve very
complex interaction problems in a simple way. Also, the discretization of the particle
boundaries through collocation points is shown in Figure 4.2. Finally, in the same figure,
a typical Q2 − Q1 element is shown.

4.3.3 Time integration

For a given initial particle configuration, the equations (4.15)-(4.17) can be solved and then
it is possible to update the particle positions and rotations. To do this, it is necessary to
integrate the kinematic equations (4.11)-(4.12). An explicit time integration scheme has

Figure 4.2: Comparison between an unstructured mesh (left) and a fictitious domain
(right). In the fictitious domain method the particles are described by their boundaries
through collocation points (rigid-ring description). A typical Q2 −Q1 element is shown as
well.
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been implemented: the Euler method at the first time step:

Xn+1
i = Xn

i + �tUn
i (4.19)

and the Adams-Bashforth method for the next time steps:

Xn+1
i = Xn

i + �t

(
3

2
Un

i − 1

2
Un−1

i

)
(4.20)

4.4 Bulk stress

As previously discussed, we are interested in the rheological properties of concentrated
suspensions in planar elongational flow, such as the stress tensor, viscosity, etc. The flow
and stress fields obtained from the equations just presented are local. Local values of
pressure and velocity give information about the stress distribution around the particles
and thus also about the hydrodynamic interaction between particles. However, it is also
important to evaluate global properties (bulk properties) in order to make predictions
about global behavior of such materials. To do this, we have to consider a bulk stress
expression related to local quantities. We will consider the Batchelor formula [9]. The
bulk stress tensor can be calculated as the sum of the fluid contribution and the particle
contribution, as follows (for the 2D case):

〈σ〉 =
1

A

∫
A

σ dA =
1

A

∫
Af

σ dA +
1

A

∫
∂Ap

σ · nx ds (4.21)

where 〈·〉 is an area average quantity in an area A, Af is the area occupied by the fluid
and ∂Ap is the total particle surface. For the Newtonian constitutive equation (Eq. (4.3)),
the bulk stress can be written as:

〈σ〉 = 〈σ〉f +
1

A

∫
∂Ap

tx ds = −〈p〉fI + 2η〈D〉 +
1

A

∫
∂Ap

tx ds (4.22)

where t is the traction force on the particle surface and 〈·〉f = 1/A
∫

Af
· dA is a weighted

area average quantity in Af . Of course, 〈D〉 = 〈D〉f because the rate-of-deformation tensor
is zero inside the particle domain. In Eq. (4.22) the first two terms of the right-hand side
represent the fluid contribution and the third term is the contribution of all particles.

We need the stress tensor on the particle boundaries in order to calculate the integral
term in Eq. (4.22). However, as shown in the next section, the fictitious domain method
cannot accurately evaluate the stress on the particle boundaries due to the discontinuity
of the pressure and velocity gradients at the particle boundaries. This problem is circum-
vented by considering the relation between the Lagrange multipliers and traction forces
on the boundary of a particle. For a rigid-ring description, it has been shown [28] that
the Lagrange multipliers are related to the traction force on the boundary plus the stress
contribution of the fluid inside the rigid ring:∫

∂Ap

tx ds = 〈λ, x〉 +

∫
Ap

σ̂ dA (4.23)
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where:∫
Ap

σ̂ dA = −
∫

Ap

p dA I +

∫
Ap

2ηD dA (4.24)

Note that, in theory, the fluid inside the rigid ring moves like a rigid body and that D = 0
inside the rigid ring. In the numerical implementation this is only approximately true.
However, the contribution of the rate-of-deformation tensor can still be neglected (see
Sec. 4.5) and only the pressure contribution has to be calculated by performing an inte-
gration on the particle domain. By combining the Eq. (4.22) and (4.23), we can calculate
the bulk stress as follows:

〈σ〉 = 〈σ̂〉 +
1

A
〈λ, x〉 (4.25)

where 〈σ̂〉 is the average over the full domain (fluid + particles) of the fluid stress tensor
(we extended the definition of σ̂ with σ̂ = σ in the region between the particles).

The fluid contribution to the bulk stress can be recovered as follows:

〈σ〉f = 〈σ̂〉 − 1

A

∫
Ap

σ̂ dA (4.26)

whereas the particle contribution in Eq. (4.22) can be computed using Eq. (4.23). It should
be noticed that if one is interested in the bulk stress, it is not necessary to evaluate the
integral of fluid stress inside the particles. Instead, if one needs the fluid and particle
contribution separately, the integral of fluid stress tensor inside the objects is required.

Finally, it is important to point out that the Eq. (4.25) is valid only if the particles
are completely immersed in the computational domain. In our simulation scheme, the
particles cross the boundaries of the domain where the bulk properties are computed also.
Therefore, a slightly change in the area A will be made, as shown in Section 4.6.

4.5 Code validation

4.5.1 Local fields

The code has been validated through a comparison with a boundary fitted method (BFM)
using a commercial code (PolyF low c©). First, pressure and velocity fields have been in-
vestigated. A simple system as test problem is chosen: a single particle is collocated at
the center of a square domain; on the sides of the square planar elongational boundary
conditions are imposed (ε̇ = 0.5) and a unit viscosity is chosen. The radius of the particle is
chosen equal to 0.05 and the square side is 20 times this radius (Rp = 0.05, Lx = Ly = 1.0).
In order to preserve the symmetry of the problem, the particle does not move or rotate, so
the no-slip boundary conditions on the particle surface for BFM are u = v = 0. Of course,
the fictitious domain method (FDM) does not need to specify particle boundary conditions
because the no-slip conditions are imposed through Lagrange multipliers on the collocation
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Figure 4.3: Velocity (left) and pressure (right) field on the positive x-axis, as predicted by
the boundary fitted method (solid line) and a fictitious domain method (open circles).

points. A very fine triangular mesh is used in the BFM, finer close to the particle where
larger gradients are expected (typical element size close to the particle is 0.005, i.e. 10
times smaller than the particle radius). A regular square mesh for FDM is used. The side
of the square element is chosen 1/100 the square domain so a 100x100 grid is considered.
The particle surface is discretized by 28 collocation points, chosen equally distributed on
the particle boundary. This choice corresponds approximately to one point per element.
As shown later, this distribution of collocation points is the optimal choice for this particle
radius/element dimension ratio. The pressure is set to zero in the bottom-left corner of the
square domain. Finally, a quadratic interpolation for the velocity and linear continuous
interpolation for the pressure is chosen for BFM. The steady state problem is solved by
means of BFM and FDM and pressure and velocity fields are compared.

In Figure 4.3, the pressure and velocity behavior along the positive x-axis is shown.
First of all, notice that the FDM solution has field values also inside the particle. The
velocity magnitude predicted by FDM (open circles) matches the BFM one (solid line).
Moreover, FDM predicts a zero-value for the velocity inside the particle (the particle does
not move), as expected. The results are different for the pressure field. Both methods
predict a pressure value near zero far from the particle (of course the set pressure level
on the external fluid boundaries is expected). Approaching the particle, a monotonically
decreasing behavior is predicted by the BFM solution that matches the FDM solution
up to a small distance from the particle surface (≈ 0.01). The BFM solution shows a
minimum value on the particle surface whereas for the FDM case the pressure increases
slightly. It has to be pointed out that: i) a different value of pressure is predicted on the
particle boundary and ii) the pressure inside the particle is not constant (and is not zero
everywhere).

This different behavior can be justified by considering that the pressure is discontinuous
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across the particle boundary. The BFM “doesn’t see” this discontinuity since only the fluid
domain is considered; the interior of the particle is not a part of the solution. Instead, in the
FDM, the particle domain is discretized as well and, to take into account the discontinuity,
a very fine mesh close to the particle surface is required. Indeed, since the interpolating
functions are continuous inside an element, a finer mesh can reduce the distance where the
pressure goes from the minimum to zero value. However, the pressure value on the surface
cannot be predicted as accurately as a BFM. Of course, the stress tensor is affected by
the same problem, since it has a pressure contribution (see Eq. (4.3)). As a consequence,
the bulk stress cannot be accurately evaluated using Eq. (4.21) (or (4.22)) but we will use
Eq. (4.25) where only the stress over the total domain and the Lagrange multipliers are
required.

A discontinuous interpolation for the pressure has also been implemented (Q2 − P d
1

element). The results (not presented) show the same behavior: the pressure predicted by
the FDM follows the BFM one up to a very close distance from the particle boundary, then
goes up. Therefore, a discontinuous interpolation for the pressure is not able to predict
the value of pressure on the particle boundary either, since, the pressure is discontinu-
ous between the elements but continuous inside an element. In this work, a continuous
interpolation is used.

4.5.2 Bulk stress

For the rigid-ring description, only the boundaries of the particle domain need to be dis-
cretized. The rigid-body motion is enforced through Lagrange multipliers, by means of
collocation points. Moreover, we can recover the bulk stress of the suspension from the

Figure 4.4: Bulk stress as a function of the number of collocation points for 50x50 (on the
left) and 100x100 (on the right) grid. The close circles refer to the xx−component whereas
with the open circles the absolute value of the yy−component is depicted. The straight
line is the BFM prediction.
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Lagrange multipliers, as stated in the previous Section.

In this paragraph, we show that the number of collocation points is a crucial choice
for the accuracy of the bulk stress tensor. Of course, by fixing the number of collocation
points, the orientation of the collocation point grid on the particle boundaries should not
affect the bulk stress value. We will show this as well. Again, the same test problem is
considered.

In Figure 4.4, the xx−component (plotted with full circles) and the absolute values of
the yy−component (open circles) of the bulk stress versus the number of collocation points
(Nc) are shown for a fluid viscosity η = 1. The straight line is the value of the bulk stress
obtained by a boundary fitted method. On the left, the results for a 50x50 grid are plotted.
On the right, a twice finer grid is considered. In both cases, the trend is upwards. A small
number of points leads to an underestimation of the bulk stress. On the other hand,
after using a large number points an overestimated stress value is obtained. Moreover,
after a critical Nc value, the bulk stress does not increase anymore. Note, that the fluid
contribution to the bulk stress has a value of 1. The particle contribution is much smaller
but since the error can mostly be attributed to the error in the particle contribution, the
error for a large number of points is approximately 6% and 2% in the 50x50 and 100x100
grid, respectively. An optimal value of Nc, say Nc,opt, exists (Nc,opt

∼= 15 for a 50x50
mesh, Nc,opt

∼= 28 for a 100x100 mesh), where the error is minimal. These optimal values
correspond to about one collocation point for each element, in agreement with Hwang et
al. [28, 27]. Of course, Nc,opt depends on the grid resolution as well as on the dimensions of
the particles. Since we will change the radius of the particles, a preliminary analysis on the
optimal choice of Nc is carried out. For each radius exploited we solve the test problem for

Figure 4.5: Collocation point distribution on the boundary of a particle located at the
center of the square domain. 30 equally distributed points are considered. On the left, the
first collocation point lies on the highest point of the circle. On the right the same grid is
rotated of θ = 10◦.
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different Nc and we compare the results with the bulk stress from the BFM. Then, Nc,opt

is evaluated and the number of the collocation points of the particles in the suspension is
set equal to Nc,opt.

Next, we check whether the bulk stress is independent of the orientation of the col-
location point grid. Let us consider again the simple test problem of one particle at the
center of the domain, with the same parameters but with 30 collocation points instead of
28. Initially, we choose equally distributed points starting from the top of the particle (see
Figure 4.5a). The steady state problem is solved and the bulk stress is calculated as stated
in Eq. (4.25). The same problem is solved, but this time the collocation points are rotated
by an angle θ with respect to the previous configuration, as shown in the Figure 4.5b.
This procedure is repeated for many θ and the results are plotted in Figure 4.6 (full circles
represent the xx−component of the bulk stress whereas open circles are the absolute value
of the yy-component). The phase shift angle θ ranges in Iθ = [0, π/15] since, for Nc = 30
and for different θ, the same configurations can be recovered. The straight line is the bulk
stress calculated by the boundary fitted method. We can see that the quantities plotted are
nearly independent of the rotation of the collocation point grid and they match the bulk
stress evaluated by means of the BFM. So, the orientation of the grid does not affect the
bulk stress. Although in our simulations we use θ = 0, the results show that the accuracy
of the bulk stress is not related to the specific symmetry of the collocation points with
respect to the fluid mesh. This also indicates that the collocation method can be easily
extended to non-circular particles, where the orientation of the collocation points cannot
be fixed.

Figure 4.6: Bulk stress versus the phase shift angle. The close circles refer to the xx-
component whereas with the open circles the absolute value of the yy-component is de-
picted.
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Figure 4.7: Fluid (on the left) and particle (on the right) contributions to the bulk stress.
These quantities have been obtained by using the Eq. (4.26) and (4.23) (divided by the
area A), respectively. The close circles refer to the xx-component whereas with the open
circles the absolute value of the yy-component is depicted.

4.5.3 Fluid and particle contribution to the bulk stress

A validation of Eqs. (4.23) and (4.26) for recovering the particle and fluid contribution
is carried out. By performing the procedure previously discussed, the traction force term
(from Eq. (4.23) divided by the area A) and 〈σ〉f (from Eq. (4.26)) are plotted as a function
of θ in Figure 4.7 (with the same meaning of the symbol as in Figure 4.6). Notice that
in both integrals the contribution of 〈σ〉 inside the particle is taken into account. Again,
the quantities plotted are nearly independent of the rotation of the collocation points grid
and they match the fluid and particle contribution to the bulk stress evaluated by means
of the BFM.

Finally, the integral of the pressure inside the particle (divided by the area A) as a
function of θ is shown in Figure 4.8. A Monte Carlo integration has been used, as the
Gaussian quadrature formula is difficult to implement. The integral of D has also been
evaluated and it is about 10−5, for every θ. The values are not small compared to particle
contribution. They also depend on the angle θ, which stresses the fact that the fluid
pressure inside the particle has a numerical origin. Hence, we conclude that the internal
stress integral (Eq. (4.24)) is not small and fully dominated by the pressure term. As a
consequence, the D term can be neglected.

In conclusion, the fluid and particle contribution to the bulk stress can be evaluated
using the Eqs. (4.23) and (4.26) together with Eq. (4.23), where the integral of D inside
the particle can be neglected. If only the total bulk stress is required, Eq. (4.25) can be
used and no integration inside the particle is necessary.
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Figure 4.8: Integral of the fluid pressure inside the particle (divided by the area A) versus
the phase shift angle. A Monte Carlo integration has been used.

4.6 Simulation procedure

4.6.1 Basics

In this section, the simulation procedure is presented. The basic idea is to simulate a
computationally small domain that is able to describe the bulk properties of the suspension.
For this purpose, i) a sufficiently high number of particles is required and ii) only the
hydrodynamic interactions should influence the particles or, in other words, the particles

Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of the streamlines for a unfilled Newtonian fluid in a
planar elongational flow. Two inflow sections and two outflow sections can be distinguished.
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should not feel the presence of the boundary conditions imposed on the external side of
the square domain.

Let us consider an unfilled Newtonian fluid in a planar elongational flow, as depicted in
Figure 4.9. The typical streamlines are portrayed and two inflow and two outflow sections
can be distinguished (see also Eq. (4.5)). Now, let us insert rigid particles inside the
fluid. For simplicity, we will consider three particles only. The simulation procedure is
schematized in Figure 4.10.

In this picture, four time sequence frames of the procedure are shown. Initially (first
frame, t = 0), the particles are positioned randomly inside the fluid. Each time step the
governing equations are solved, local fields can be evaluated and the particle positions
are updated. The particles will move according to the streamlines and the hydrodynamic
interactions as well (second frame). In the next time step, the particles will change config-
uration again (third frame). Note that the particle number “2” is very close to the right
boundary of the domain, so, in the next time step, it would partly go out. Then, in the next
time step, the particle “2” is randomly relocated on one of the two inflow sections (fourth
frame). It is important to point out that the inflow section is randomly chosen as well as
the position of the particle on this section. After the relocation, the equations are solved
again and the particle positions are updated as stated by the kinematic equations, and so
on. When a particle is relocated, its position in the next time step cannot be updated using
the Adams-Bashforth algorithm (Eq. (4.20)), since the velocity in the previous time step
(before the relocation) is required. So, only for this step, the Euler method (Eq. (4.19)) is
used.

A schematic representation of the computational domain used in our simulations is
depicted in Figure 4.11. Three different regions can be distinguished: an internal region
(A−region), an intermediate region (B−region) and an external region (C−region).

In the A−region the particles can move and only in this region the bulk properties are
evaluated. So, this region can be considered as a sample for the whole suspension.

Figure 4.10: Scheme of the simulation procedure: (a) initially, the particles are randomly
distributed in the fluid; (b) the particles move according to the streamlines and hydrody-
namic interactions; (c) the particle “2” is close to the boundary; (d) the particle “2” is
randomly relocated on one of the two inflow sections.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic representation of the computational domain. The particles can
move in the A− and B−regions. Only in the A−region the bulk calculations are performed.
When a particle crosses the outflow sections of the B−region, it is relocated on the inflow
sections of the same region. The elongational flow conditions are imposed on the C−region
external boundaries.

In the B−region the particles can move as well and, when they cross the outflow
boundaries of it, they are relocated randomly on one of the two inflow sections of the same
region. Therefore, the particles in this region affect the particles in the sample A−region,
as should be because the sample region should be surrounded by the remainder part of
the suspension. Moreover, for viscoelastic simulations, this region is mandatory because
the stress surrounding the particles, after the relocation, needs time to develop before the
particles enter in the A−region in order to achieve a “developed” state (in a statistical
meaning).

The C−region is particle free, i.e., no particle can enter such region. This region
is indeed necessary to avoid that particles could affect the elongational flow boundary
conditions, Eqs. (4.5), which are imposed on the external boundaries of C−region. In the
absence of C−region one would observe strong fluctuations in the local pressure field that
result for the perturbation of the imposed boundary conditions due to exiting/entering
particles. The width of C−region has to be chosen large enough with respect to particle
radius.

As explained below, the particle area fraction (φ) in the A−region for this scheme
changes in time. Indeed, the number of particles in the A−region is not constant. There-
fore, simulation of very dilute systems (0.0 < φ < 0.05) must be performed sufficiently
long in order to get accurate statistical averages.
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4.6.2 Particle area fraction and bulk stress

All the calculations concerning particle area fraction, viscosity and bulk stresses are per-
formed in the A−region of the computational domain, even if the particles can move in
the middle region as well. So a situation where particles are partially inside the A-region
can occur (see the particle “2” in Figure 4.11).

As a consequence, the particle area fraction and bulk stress evaluations are not trivial.
For each particle configuration (= each time step), the particle area fraction is calculated
as follows:

φ =

Nint∑
i=1

πR2
p,i +

Ncross∑
i=1

Ac,i

AA-region
(4.27)

The first summation refers to the particles that are completely inside the A−region and
Nint is the number of these particles. The second summation takes into account the areas
inside the A−region of the particles crossing this region (marked areas in Figure 4.12).
Therefore, in Eq. (4.27), Ncross is the number of the particles crossing the boundaries and
Ac,i is the area inside the A−square of these particles. Finally AA-region is the area of the
A−region. The marked areas in Figure 4.12 are evaluated by implementing geometric rules
(Pc,i−1 and Pc,i particles in the figure) or through a Monte Carlo integration if the particle
crosses the corner of the A−region (Pc,i+1 particle in the figure).

The bulk stress formula is slightly more complicated. The bulk stress expression
Eq. (4.25) is valid only if the particles are completely immersed in the domain. However,
if a particle crosses the boundary of the domain where the bulk properties are evaluated
(A-region), the contribution of the particle is the stress integral on the part of the particle
domain that is inside this region. The ‘real’ stress inside a rigid particle is unknown and it
is not possible to compute the stress contribution of such a particle. So, we have to mod-
ify the domain such that all particles are fully included in the domain, but the ‘average’
domain (in time and space) should still approximate the A-region.

Let us consider Figure 4.13. The new computational domain is enclosed by the bold
line: it is given by the A-domain plus the external part of the particles crossing the square

Figure 4.12: Relative positions of the particles crossing the boundaries of the A−region.
The summation of marked regions gives the particle area inside the square of these particles.
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Figure 4.13: Relative positions of particles crossing the boundaries of the A-region. The
bulk stress is evaluated in a modified domain, included inside the bold line: the square
region plus the external part of the particles crossing the square boundaries and with the
center inside the square (diagonal marked areas) minus the internal part of the particles
crossing the square boundaries and with the center outside the square (square marked
areas).

boundaries and with the center inside the square (diagonal marked areas) minus the internal
part of the particles crossing the square boundaries and with the center outside the square
(square marked areas). So, a particle gives a contribution to the bulk stress only if it is
completely inside the A-region or if it crosses the boundary of the A-region and has the
center inside it. As a consequence, when a particle crosses the A−region inflow boundary,
it will not give contribution until its center is inside this region and vice versa for the
outflow boundary. In this way, on the average in time, the right contribution to the bulk
stress of the particles crossing the A−region can be recovered.

According to this change, we can apply the Eq. (4.25) to the new extended domain.
So, the bulk stress formula can be written as:

〈σ〉 =

∫
A-region

σ̂ dA −
∫

P
Ac-int

p dA I +

∫
P

Ac-ext

p dA I +

Nint+Nc-int∑
i=1

〈λ, x〉i

AA-region +

Nc-int∑
i=1

Ac-int,i −
Nc-ext∑
i=1

Ac-ext,i

(4.28)

where Nc-int and Nc-ext are the number of particles crossing the boundaries with the center
inside and outside the A-region, respectively; Ac-int and Ac-ext are the areas shown in
Figure 4.13. We have some remarks on Eq. (4.28): i) the area of the extended domain is
given by the denominator of the formula, ii) 〈σ̂〉 is split into 〈σ̂〉A-region+〈σ̂〉Ac-int

−〈σ̂〉Ac-ext,
iii) the last two terms, i.e. 〈σ̂〉Ac-int

−〈σ̂〉Ac-ext, are approximated by using the pressure term
only, similar to procedure for approximating Eq. (4.24).

To apply this formula, one needs to evaluate the integral of the pressure on Ac-int and
Ac-ext. This integral is calculated again by performing a Monte Carlo integration. For
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many particles, this method could be expensive in computational time. However, 10000
random points are shown to be sufficient for a good accuracy.

4.7 Results

In this Section, the results for Newtonian suspensions are presented. To predict the bulk
properties of the suspension a high number of particles has to be chosen. Simulations are
performed for 150 particles in the whole computational domain. The number of particles
chosen is supposed to be sufficiently high so the average properties of the computational
domain can adequately describe the suspension ones. In fact, we expect that no changes
in the bulk properties occur with increasing the number of particles and keeping the area
fraction the same by changing the size. This was checked by increasing the number of
particles to 225 and evaluating the new viscosities. For simulation of dilute systems a
smaller number of particles is used since the particle size cannot be reduced too much (the
smallest particle we use has about 4 × 4 elements inside, as depicted in Figure 4.2).

The domain is discretized by regular square and trapezoidal elements, as depicted in
Figure 4.14. Regular squares are used for the A- and B-region, because the particles can
move here. No fine mesh is needed for the C-region since the particles cannot enter there:
a coarser trapezoidal mesh is used, saving memory and CPU time. In particular, a finer
trapezoidal element is chosen close to the B-region boundaries. In this way, when a particle
is relocated, the local fields around the particle in the C-region can be accurately solved.
The mesh convergence has been verified and the mesh parameters are reported in Table
4.1. The C-region is chosen sufficiently large so that the particles with the highest radius
exploited can not feel the presence of the boundaries. Finally, a pressure value of zero is
set on the south-west corner of the whole domain.

Figure 4.14: Mesh used in the simulations. A- and B-region are discretized through a
regular square mesh. A trapezoidal coarser mesh is used for C-region, since the particles
cannot enter in this region.
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Table 4.1: Mesh parameters.
Symbol Description Value

lx,A Length of the A-region in the x-direction 1.0
ly,A Length of the A-region in the y-direction 1.0
nx,A Number of elements of the A-region in the x-direction 100
ny,A Number of elements of the A-region in the y-direction 100
lx,B Distance between the A- and B-region in the x-direction 0.25
ly,B Distance between the A- and B-region in the y-direction 0.25
nx,B Number of elements between the A- and B-region in the x-direction 25
ny,B Number of elements between the A- and B-region in the y-direction 25
lx,C Distance between the B- and C-region in the x-direction 0.25
ly,C Distance between the B- and C-region in the y-direction 0.25
nx,C Number of elements between the B- and C-region in the x-direction 7
ny,C Number of elements between the B- and C-region in the y-direction 7

Figure 4.15 shows a typical initial configuration: 150 equal-sized particles (Rp = 0.03)
are randomly distributed inside the A- and B-region. Some particles cross the A-region
boundaries and no particle is located in the C-region.

All the simulations are performed with ε̇ = 0.5, η = 1.0, �t = 0.05. No artificial
repulsive force is implemented because particle collisions hardly occur, when choosing a
sufficiently small time step and fine mesh. Anyway, when a collision occurs the particles
slightly overlap. The overlapping lead to a single bigger particle with about zero stress
inside: the bulk properties are hardly affected from this configuration. Moreover, the
particles can also separate again. The contour plots (for ε̇t = 2.5) of the magnitude of the
velocity vector, pressure and xx-component of the stress tensor are depicted in the Figures
4.16, 4.17 and 4.18, respectively, for a total of 150 equal-sized particles (Rp = 0.03). In
these pictures, only the A-region is shown.

First of all, we can see that the presence of the particles modifies the circular concen-
tric velocity field that is typical for an unfilled fluid in an elongational flow. Moreover,
the strong influence of the hydrodynamic interactions between the particles is clear: the
objects, especially at the center of domain, do not follow the streamlines but the motion
is modified by the presence of the other particles.

The local pressure field (see Figure 4.17) shows the highest values (white zones) along
the vertical direction between two particles and the lowest values along the horizontal one
(dark regions). This agrees with the dilute theories. Of course, the local stress tensor σxx

(see Figure 4.18) shows an opposite behavior. Finally, pressure and stress are larger in
absolute value if the particles are close to each other. This effect leads to an increase of
the viscosity with increasing the particle area fraction (see below).

In Figure 4.19, the particle area fraction in the A-region versus time is plotted. As
mentioned earlier the number of particles in that region is not constant. As a result the
particle area fraction is also not constant, but it is a continuous function of time due to the
way the particles on the boundary of the A-region are taken into account (see Eq. (4.27)).
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Figure 4.15: Initial random distribution of a 150-particle system (Rp = 0.03). Only the A-
and B-region are filled.

Figure 4.16: Contour plot of the velocity magnitude for the 150-particle system (ε̇t = 2.5).
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Figure 4.17: Contour plot of the pressure for the 150-particle system (ε̇t = 2.5).

Figure 4.18: Contour plot of the xx-component of the stress tensor for the 150-particle
system (ε̇t = 2.5).
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Figure 4.19: Particle area fraction as a function of the strain for the 150-particle system
and Rp = 0.03. The particle area fraction is evaluated only into the A-region where the
number of particles is not constant (Eq. (4.27)). Indeed, φ(ε̇t) is a continuous function of
the time.

The xx- and yy-component of the bulk stress tensor are shown in Figure 4.20. Contrary
to the particle area fraction, these functions are discontinuous. The reason can be under-
stood considering the formula for the evaluation of the bulk stress, Eq. (4.28). When a

Figure 4.20: xx− and yy−component of the bulk stress tensor as a function of the strain
for the 150-particle system. These components are evaluated only into the A-region where
the number of particles is not constant (Eq. 4.28).
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Figure 4.21: Average horizontal and vertical distances between the two closest particles as
a function of the strain (evaluated according to [29]). Fluctuations around a mean value
can be observed and no transient phase occurs.

particle crosses the boundaries of the A-region and the center is outside this region, it does
not give a contribution to the bulk stress. As soon as the center of the particle is inside the
A-region, the contribution of the particle is immediately taken into account. This leads to
a “jump” into the bulk stress components. However, this jump is relatively small because
the contribution of only one particle is only a small part of the total stress. Averaging the
stress in time will smooth out these jumps.

The Figure 4.20 clearly shows that the two components of the bulk stress fluctuate
around a mean value. However, no transient behavior occurs contrarily to the results of
Hwang and Hulsen [29].

The average values of the stress components over 2000 time steps are: σxx = 1.603
and σyy = −1.656. Hence, a deviation between the absolute values of the average stress
components exists (we verified that this discrepancy is independent from the chosen number
of the time steps). This suggests the existence of an anisotropic structure, as reported in
[29]. In order to verify this anisotropy, we use the same method of [29], by introducing an
average horizontal and vertical distance between the two closest particles. The horizontal
distance for each particle to the others is defined by considering the horizontal distance
to the closest particle within an angular window of ±45◦ about the x−axis. The vertical
distance is defined similarly but now using ±45◦ about the y−axis. By evaluating the two
distances for every particle and by averaging over the total particle number, the plot in the
Figure 4.21 is obtained. Firstly, no transient phase is observed. Furthermore, the distances
fluctuate around two mean values that are 0.111 for the horizontal distance and 0.106 for
the vertical one. So, we can conclude that a small anisotropy in the structure exists: the
particles are slightly farther apart along the horizontal direction than along the vertical
one. Note, that our calculations predict an anisotropy less pronounced than in [29] (the
deviation between the two average distances is about 4% of their average value whereas it
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Figure 4.22: Relative bulk viscosity as a function of the strain for the 150-particle system.
The viscosity is evaluated only in the A-region where the number of particles is not constant
(Eq. (4.29)).

is 14% in [29]).

As expected, the xy−component of the stress tensor (not shown) fluctuates around a
mean value that is very close to zero (the fluctuations are about ±0.03 ÷ 0.04).

Finally, in Figure 4.22, the relative bulk viscosity:

η1,r =
η1

4η0
=

σxx − σyy

ε̇eff
· 1

4η0
(4.29)

is plotted. In Eq. (4.29), σxx and σyy are the xx- and yy-component of the bulk stress
tensor, η0 is the zero-shear-rate viscosity and ε̇eff is an effective elongational rate evaluated
by performing the integral of D over the A−region for every particle configuration. Of
course, ε̇eff is a function of time since the particle distribution changes each time step. The
fluctuations in ε̇eff are small and the time average value is slightly below the imposed ε̇. For
example, for φ = 0.277 we find the average value of ε̇eff = 0.485. The factor “4” in Eq. (4.29)
is due to the bi-dimensional Trouton ratio. A similarity between particle area fraction and
viscosity trends can be noticed, which confirms what said previously: a higher particle
area fraction increases the bulk viscosity. It is possible to recover the average properties
of suspension by averaging over a sufficient high number of configurations (= time steps).
In our simulations, 2000 time steps are considered to be enough since the average values
do not change anymore. In Figure 4.23, the results are shown. In particular, the average
relative bulk viscosity:

η1,r =
η1

4η0

=

〈
σxx − σyy

ε̇eff

〉
· 1

4η0

(4.30)
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Figure 4.23: Relative bulk viscosity as a function of the particle area fraction for a 150-
particle (full circles) and 225-particle system (open circles). Hwang and Hulsen results [29]
are plotted as well (open squares). The dilute systems are simulated by considering a small
number of particles (open diamonds).

versus the average particle area fraction is plotted. The dashed line refers to the well
known Einstein prediction for dilute systems (for the 2D case) [8]:

ηEin =
η1

4η0
= 1 + 2φ (4.31)

that is valid for φ ≤ 0.05. For higher particle area fractions, hydrodynamic interactions
cannot be neglected anymore. The circles represent our predictions for 150 (full circles)
and 225 (open circles) particles: each circle corresponds to a simulation and the particle
area fraction is varied by changing the particle radius. Strongly dilute systems can be
simulated by performing sufficiently long simulations in order to correctly recover the
average properties. However, small particle area fractions should be obtained by reducing
the number of particles. Since reducing the radius of the particles leads to a too few
number of collocation points on the particle boundaries (for Np = 225 and Rp = 0.02 we
have used Nc = 12 that is the lower limit for a good discretization of particle curvature).
Therefore, the points for φ ∼= 0.03, φ ∼= 0.054, φ ∼= 0.08, are obtained by considering
Np = 20, Np = 40, Np = 60 respectively and Rp = 0.03 (open diamonds). Finally, the solid
line is obtained by connecting the viscosities for Np = 150 (full circles) and for the dilute
system (open diamonds) with straight lines.

Our predictions show an increasing viscosity with increasing the particle area fraction.
The trend is not linear but exponential, as found experimentally. The results for 225
particles match the 150 particles ones: 150 particles are sufficient to describe adequately
the bulk properties of the suspension. Moreover, for dilute systems, the curve approaches
the Einstein solution, as expected.

Finally, in the same figure, a comparison with the results of Hwang and Hulsen [29]
is shown (open squares). As we can see, our predicted viscosity curve is slightly above
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the Hwang and Hulsen one. However, it is important to point out that the viscosities
reported by Hwang and Hulsen refer to the initial random distribution of the particles in
the bi-periodic domain and they found an increasing transient behavior in time (which our
simulations do not predict). Considering the uncertainty in the steady state value in their
results we think the agreement is very good.

4.8 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we implemented a new simulation scheme for direct simulation of concen-
trated particle suspensions. Our simulation scheme is based on a three-layer domain that
is able to: i) consider a small domain as a sample of the suspension, ii) impose the planar
elongational flow boundary conditions sufficiently far from the particles and iii) calculate
the steady state properties (in a statistical meaning) of the suspension. We don’t need to
deform the computational domain and no periodic boundary condition is imposed as in
[29].

A steady state can be achieved by relocating the particles on the inflow sections when
they cross the outflow sides of the domain.

We used a fictitious domain that is able to easily manage the rigid-body motion of the
particles and to evaluate directly the hydrodynamic interactions, without approximations.
So, we can obtain a combined weak formulation of the particle and fluid domain. This
weak form has been discretized through a finite element method. The advantages of this
procedure are: i) a time-independent mesh can be used, ii) the particle domain is discretized
through the particle boundaries only (rigid-ring description) and iii) the rigid-body motion
constraints are imposed by means the Lagrange multipliers (that are related to the traction
force on the particle boundaries).

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of our method, we performed 2D simulations
with an high number of the particles (150 and 225) in order to recover the bulk properties
of a Newtonian suspension, by neglecting the fluid and particle inertia.

The local distribution of the flow and stress fields as well as the bulk properties are
evaluated. These last ones are related to the bulk stress calculated through the Batchelor
formula [9] where a particle and a fluid contribution are taken into account.

The results showed a very good agreement with dilute theory as well as other numerical
simulations in the literature. In particular, for low particle area fractions, the relative bulk
viscosity approaches the Einstein’s analytical solution. By increasing the area fraction, the
viscosity increases as well according to an exponential-like trend, as shown in the experi-
ments. For concentrated systems, our results agree with the results of Hwang and Hulsen
[29], obtained by using a different scheme. Finally, as in [29], we found an anisotropic
structure where the particles are slightly farther apart along the horizontal direction than
along the vertical direction. However, according to our calculations, the anisotropy is less
pronounced than in [29]. Moreover, we don’t observe any start-up phase.

Our scheme can be easily extended to 3D problems as well as to suspensions of vis-
coelastic fluids (see the next Chapter). In particular, to circumvent the memory limitations
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due to the 3D simulations, iterative solvers and parallel calculations are required.



Chapter 5

Concentrated suspensions in planar
elongational flow - Viscoelastic case

5.1 Introduction

In the previous Chapter, we presented a new numerical method in order to simulate con-
centrated suspensions under planar elongational flow. The analysis has been carried out
for a Newtonian suspending fluid. In this Chapter, the method is extended to viscoelastic
suspensions [71].

We analyze bulk rheological properties and the flow fields of a concentrated (two-
dimensional) suspension of inertialess, non-Brownian particles inside a viscoelastic medium
in a planar elongational flow. In such a fluid, the three-layer scheme previously presented
is particularly well-suited. Indeed, the intermediate region serves to relax the viscoelastic
stresses around the particles after the relocation, before they enter the inner region where
the suspension properties are evaluated.

As already discussed, this approach possesses several useful features. First of all, a
relatively small computational domain can be considered as the rheological and morpho-
logical responses can be obtained on a small region which represents (statistically) the
entire suspension. The exit-relocation policy allows the use of time-independent fixed grid
and avoids mesh deformation and remeshing, which strongly limits the achievement of a
steady state [29]. With this approach, an average (statistically) steady state can be always
achieved. Finally, no periodic boundary conditions are assumed, thus there is no need to
split exiting-entering particles into parts [29].

The scheme is combined with a DEVSS-G/SUPG method [42, 56, 55, 72] that is one
of the most robust mixed formulation currently available [73, 74]. Furthermore, we use
the log-conformation representation of the constitutive equation [57, 58], which stabilizes
computations at high Weissenberg number in an significant way. A Lagrange Multipli-
ers/Fictitious Domain Method (LM/FDM) is implemented [30] in order to take into ac-
count the particle-fluid interactions that are treated implicitly via a combined weak for-
mulation. Moreover, we use a rigid-ring description for the particle domain so only the
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particle boundary needs to be discretized (we use collocation points) [28, 27, 29, 75]. Fi-
nally, the rigid-body motion constraints are imposed through Lagrange multipliers, that
can be identified as traction forces on the particle surfaces.

We limit the simulations to two dimensions in order to show the feasibility of the new
method based on a fixed grid. This is a first attempt and our objective is to try to find the
typical experimental phenomena in such a system in a qualitative way. We can interpret
our current 2D system as a viscoelastic fluid filled with cylindrical rods that are aligned
normal to the flow direction. For comparison with real spherical particle suspensions, we
need to extend the method to three dimensions. This will require iterative solvers and
parallel calculations.

We focus on concentrated suspensions of rigid, non-Brownian disks in a planar elonga-
tional flow, where the particle and fluid inertia can be neglected. The viscoelastic medium
is modeled as a Giesekus fluid taking into account shear thinning as well as elongational
thickening phenomena. Simulations for a many-particle system are carried out. The local
fields are calculated by solving the governing equations of the system. These distributions
give useful information about the micro structure of the suspension and they show how the
presence of the inclusions can affect the fluid domain with respect to the unfilled medium.
Then, the macroscopic properties of the suspension as a whole (= bulk properties) are in-
vestigated. These properties are related to the bulk stress that is recovered by integrating
the local stress field over the whole fluid domain. In this regard, we use the Batchelor bulk
stress formula [9] where the bulk stress is given by a fluid as well as a particle contribution.
Finally a comparison of our predictions with experimental data found in the literature is
presented.

The Chapter is organized as follows: a description of the problem and the governing
equations of the flow of circular disks in a viscoelastic matrix are presented in Section
5.2. In Section 5.3 the weak form of the equations is derived. Moreover, in the same
Section, the spatial implementation and the time integration algorithm are also discussed.
In Section 5.4, the bulk stress formula is given. Hence, in Section 5.5 the simulation
scheme is presented. The particle area fraction and bulk stress formulas are also discussed.
Finally, in Section 5.6, the results for the viscoelastic suspension are shown. Local fields
are analyzed and discussed, by means of snapshots of the simulations. Then, the bulk
properties are evaluated and the effect of the relaxation time (Weissenberg number) on
the bulk viscosity is also studied. The local distribution of the Weissenberg number is
exploited, in order to better understand the rheology of such suspensions. A comparison
with experimental data is carried out, showing a good qualitative agreement.

5.2 Modeling

We consider suspensions consisting of a large number of rigid, non-Brownian, inertialess,
circular disk particles (2D problem) inside a viscoelastic fluid under planar elongational
flow. The fluid is modeled as a Giesekus fluid. The problem is schematized in Figure 5.1:
particles (circles), denoted by Pi(t) (i = 1 . . .N), move in a square domain, Ω. Planar
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elongational boundary conditions are imposed on the external boundaries, denoted by Γi

(i = 1 . . . 4). The Cartesian x and y coordinates are selected with the origin at the center
of the domain. The particles move according to the imposed flow and hydrodynamic
interactions: their rigid-body motion is completely defined by the translational velocity,
denoted by U i = (Ui, Vi) and angular velocity, ωi = ωik, where k is the unit vector in
the direction normal to the x − y plane. For the 2D case, U i and ωi have two and one
components, respectively. So, each particle adds three unknowns to the global system.
Moreover, the vector X i = (Xi, Yi) gives the position of the center of the particle Pi. In
order to evaluate particle rotation, an angular information, Θi = Θik, is associated with
each disk (note that this latter quantity only serves for post-processing purposes).

5.2.1 Fluid domain

The governing equations for the fluid domain, neglecting inertia, can be stated as follows:

∇ · σ = 0 in Ω\P (t) (5.1)

∇ · u = 0 in Ω\P (t) (5.2)

σ = −pI + 2ηsD + τ p in Ω\P (t) (5.3)

Equations (5.1)-(5.3) are the equations for the momentum balance and the continuity. In
these equations u, σ, p, I, D, ηs, are the velocity, the stress, the pressure, the unity tensor,
the rate-of-deformation tensor, the viscosity of Newtonian solvent, respectively.

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the problem: a square fluid domain (Ω) filled with
many particles (Pi(t)) is considered. Elongational flow conditions on the fluid boundaries
(Γi) are imposed.
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The polymer stress is given by:

τ p =
ηp

λ
(c − I) (5.4)

where c is the conformation tensor, ηp is the polymer viscosity and λ is the relaxation time.
We will model the viscoelastic fluid with the Giesekus constitutive equation:

λ
∇
c +c − I + α(c − I)2 = 0 in Ω\P (t) (5.5)

where α is the so-called mobility parameter. Moreover, the symbol (∇) denotes the upper-
convected time derivative defined as:

∇
c≡ ∂c

∂t
+ u · ∇c − (∇u)T · c − c · ∇u (5.6)

The zero shear viscosity is defined as η0 = ηs + ηp.
The fluid boundary and initial conditions are given by:

u = U i + ωi × (x − X i) on ∂Pi(t) (i = 1 . . . N) (5.7)

u = ε̇x, v = −ε̇y on Γi (i = 1 . . . 4) (5.8)

c|t=0 = c0 in Ω\P (t) (5.9)

c = cin on Γ1, Γ3 (5.10)

Equations (5.7)-(5.8) are the rigid-body motion on the particle boundaries and the pla-
nar elongation flow conditions on the external fluid boundaries, respectively. The initial
conformation tensor condition is necessary (Eq. (5.9)) whereas no initial condition of the
velocity and pressure fields is required, since inertia is neglected. In our simulations, we
use a stress-free state, i.e. c|t=0 = I, as initial condition over the whole domain. Moreover,
the conformation tensor condition on the inflow sections is required (Eq. (5.10)), since it is
convected with the fluid. We impose on the inflow sections the conformation tensor for an
unfilled Giesekus fluid, under the same flow and initial conditions of the suspension. As a
consequence this condition is time-dependent, achieving a steady state after a certain time
depending on the relaxation time.

5.2.2 Particle domain

Following [28, 27], a rigid-ring description for the particle domain is used in this work.
A particle is considered as a rigid ring which is filled with the same fluid as in the fluid
domain. This description can be used if inertia is neglected. Consequently, only the
particle boundary needs to be discretized, thus leading to reduced memory requirements,
and to a significant simplification of the implementation. Moreover, as shown later, the
traction force on the particle boundaries can be obtained as a part of the solution, when
the rigid-body constraints are implemented through Lagrange multipliers.
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With the rigid-ring description, the set of equations for a particle Pi in a Giesekus fluid
can be written as:

∇ · σ̂ = 0 in Pi(t) (5.11)

∇ · u = 0 in Pi(t) (5.12)

σ̂ = −pI + 2ηsD + τ p in Pi(t) (5.13)

τ p =
ηp

λ
(c − I) (5.14)

λ
∇
c +c − I + α(c − I)2 = 0 in Pi(t) (5.15)

u = U i + ωi × (x − X i) on ∂Pi(t) (5.16)

Again, Eqs. (5.11)-(5.16) are equations for the momentum balance, the continuity, the
constitutive relation (Giesekus) and the boundary conditions respectively, which are the
same for the fluid domain. As we did in Chapter IV (and in [75]), we denote the fluid
stress tensor inside the particle (σ̂) different from the stress tensor in the fluid between
particles in order to make a distinction between the stress tensor inside the ‘real’ particle
(σ) and the fictitious fluid stress. The initial condition for the polymer stress is again the
stress-free state, as it should be inside the rigid-ring:

c|t=0 = c0 = I in Pi(t) (5.17)

However, for the particle domain, we do not need any inflow condition for the conformation
tensor, since there is no net convection of material across the particle boundaries.

The solution of the rigid-ring problem, Eqs. (5.11)-(5.17), is the rigid-ring motion im-
posed on the particle boundary [28, 27]:

u = U i + ωi × (x − X i) in Pi(t) (5.18)

Due to the rigid-body motion, the polymer stress inside the ring remains zero. However,
as discussed later, after the particle relocation, the stress inside the ring will be the one
corresponding to the region occupied by the relocated particle (of course different from
zero). In order to preserve the particle as a rigid-ring, we set to zero the polymer stress
(i.e. c|t=0 = I) inside the ring after the relocation. As remarked in Chapter IV (and in
[75]), with the rigid-ring description, the pressure level inside a particle is undetermined/not
unique, in theory. However it turns out that, in the numerical implementation with the
fictitious domain method, it is not necessary to specify the pressure level inside the particle
directly [28].

Finally, the particle positions and rotations are updated by integrating the following
kinematic equations:

dX i

dt
= U i, X i|t=0 = X i,0 (5.19)

dΘi

dt
= ωi, Θi|t=0 = Θi,0 (5.20)

Equation (5.20) is completely decoupled from the other equations for circular particles.
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5.2.3 Hydrodynamic interactions

In the coupling of the fluid and particle domain we require the velocity to be continuous.
The equations governing the velocity on the fluid-particle interface (Eqs. (5.7) and (5.16))
restrict the motion on particle-fluid interface to (for the 2D case) three unknowns for
each particle, namely the translational (U i) and angular velocities (ωi) of the particle.
Therefore, requiring U i and ωi to be the same for the fluid and particle domain is sufficient
for the velocity to be continuous.

An additional requirement in the particle-fluid coupling is that the force acting on the
fluid is minus the force acting on the particle (sum is zero). The same is true for the torque.
Under the assumptions of absence of inertia and external forces and torques, the particles
are in fact force-free and torque-free:

F i =

∫
∂Pi(t)

σ · nds = 0 (5.21)

T i =

∫
∂Pi(t)

(x − X i) × (σ · n)ds = 0 (5.22)

where F i = (Fi,x, Fi,y) and T i = Tik are the total force and torque on the particle bound-
aries, n is the outwardly directed unit normal vector on ∂Pi. Note, that (5.21) and (5.22)
do not need to be imposed: they are a property of the system studied. We only require a
balance of forces and torques on the particle/fluid interfaces.

Finally, the system of equations (5.1)-(5.5) for the fluid domain with initial and bound-
ary conditions (5.7)-(5.10), the corresponding equations for particle domain (5.11)-(5.15)
with initial and boundary condition (5.16)-(5.17) and the hydrodynamic equations (5.21)-
(5.22) form a well-posed problem in the unknowns: p, u, σ, c, U i, ωi. The kinematic
equations (5.19)-(5.20) are integrated to update the particle positions and rotations. So,
every time-step the problem is solved and the flow fields, rigid-body unknowns and stresses
are evaluated. However, we need to find an expression for the evaluation of bulk rheological
properties (bulk stress, bulk viscosity, etc.). This will be presented in Section 5.4.

5.3 Weak form and implementation

5.3.1 Weak form

In this Section, the weak form for the whole domain is presented. We follow the combined
weak formulation procedure of Glowinski et al. [30], consisting of the following steps:

1. The coupling of the fluid and particle domains into a single weak form. The varia-
tional spaces in this weak form still fulfill the rigid body constraint. The balance of
forces and torques at fluid-particle boundaries is satisfied, but the forces and torques
do not explicitly end up in the variational form.
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2. The “release” of the constraint on the variational space by introducing Lagrange
multipliers. Here the variational space is extended with all velocity degrees of free-
dom. The unknowns ωi and U i are still there and are part of the separate constraint
equation.

We implement the DEVSS method [42] that is one of the most robust formulations currently
available. The constitutive equation (5.5) is discretized using the SUPG method [56].
Moreover, in the constitutive equation, the velocity gradient used is the projected one
(G) that is the projection of (∇u)T (DEVSS-G formulation) [55]. With this formulation,
the instabilities that can arise for time-dependent shear flows are suppressed [72, 73, 74].
Finally, a log-conformation representation for the conformation tensor has been used [57,
58]. The original equation for the conformation tensor c is transformed to an equivalent
equation for s = log(c):

ṡ =
∂s

∂t
+ u · ∇s = g(∇uT , s) (5.23)

An expression for the function g can be found in [58]. Solving the equation for s instead
of the equation for c leads to a substantial improvement of stability for high Weissenberg
number (defined as Wi = ε̇λ).

With these assumptions, the weak form for the whole domain can be stated as follows:
For t > 0, find u ∈ U, p ∈ P, s ∈ S, G ∈ G, U i ∈ �2, ωi ∈ �, λi ∈ L2(∂Pi(t)), (i = 1 . . . N)
such that:∫

Ω

2ηsD(v) : D(u) dA −
∫

Ω

∇v p dA +

∫
Ω

a(∇v)T : ∇u dA

−
∫

Ω

a(∇v)T : GT dA +
N∑

i=1

〈v − (V i + χi × (x − X i)), λi〉∂Pi

= −
∫

Ω

D(v) : τ p dA, (5.24)

∫
Ω

q∇ · u dA = 0, (5.25)

∫
Ω

H : G dA −
∫

Ω

H : (∇u)T dA = 0, (5.26)

∫
Ω

(S + τu · ∇S) :

(
∂s

∂t
+ u · ∇s − g(G, s)

)
dA = 0, (5.27)

〈μi, u − (U i + ωi × (x − X i))〉∂Pi
= 0, (i = 1...N), (5.28)

s = s0 at t = 0, in Ω, (5.29)

s = s|φ=0 on Γ1, Γ3 (5.30)

for all v ∈ U , q ∈ P , S ∈ S, H ∈ G, V i ∈ �2, χi ∈ � and μi ∈ L2(∂Pi(t)), where U, P, S, G
are suitable functional spaces. The τ parameter in Eq. (5.27) is given by τ = βh/2V , where
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β is a dimensionless constant, h is a typical size of the element and V is a characteristic
velocity for the element. In our simulations, we have chosen β = 1 and for V we take the
velocity in the center of the element. Moreover, a in the Eq. (5.24) is chosen equal to the
polymer viscosity, a = ηp. We take the initial value of s0 = 0, corresponding to zero initial
stress. Finally, s|φ=0 is the conformation tensor for a unfilled fluid in the same conditions
as the suspension and generally is a function of time.

In our rigid ring formulation the Lagrange multiplier λi can be interpreted as the
“traction jump” over the rigid ring (see [28, 27]). Note, the variation of U i and ωi (i.e. V i

and χi) in Eq. (5.24) leads to the equations:

〈λi〉 = 0 (5.31)

〈(x − X i) × λi〉 = 0 (5.32)

for all particles, which can be interpreted as: the total force jump and torque jump is zero,
i.e. forces and torques are correctly balanced on the particle surface.

5.3.2 Implementation

For the discretization of the weak form, we use regular quadrilateral elements with contin-
uous bi-quadratic interpolation (Q2) for the velocity u, bilinear continuous interpolation
(Q1) for the pressure p, bilinear continuous interpolation (Q1) for velocity gradient G and
bilinear continuous interpolation (Q1) for the log-conformation tensor s. We discretize the
boundaries of the particles through collocation points. Then, Eq. (5.28) is approximated
as:

〈μi, u− (U i + ωi × (x−X i))〉∂Pi
≈

Nc∑
k=1

μi,k · {u(xk)− (U i + ωi × (xk −X i)) (5.33)

The time integration is more cumbersome. Initially, the viscoelastic polymer stress is
set to zero in the whole domain. Since we neglect inertia, the initial condition for the
velocity is not necessary. So, we can solve the equations (5.24)-(5.26) and the constraint
equation (5.28) in order to get the distribution of the fluid velocity and the rigid-body
motion of the particles, at the initial time step. Then, at every time step, we follow the
following procedure:

Step 1. The particle positions and rotations are updated. The new configuration is
obtained by integrating the kinematic equation (5.19). The explicit second-order Adams-
Bashforth method is used:

Xn+1
i = Xn

i + Δt

(
3

2
Un

i − 1

2
Un−1

i

)
(5.34)

The first time step of the simulation is performed with an explicit Euler method:

Xn+1
i = Xn

i + ΔtUn
i (5.35)
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Step 2. The log-conformation tensor at the next time step, sn+1, is evaluated by inte-
grating the constitutive equation (5.27). A semi-implicit first-order Euler scheme is used
and (5.27) is replaced by the following time-discretized form:

∫
Ω

(S + τun · ∇S) :

(
sn+1 − sn

Δt
+ un · ∇sn+1 − g(Gn, sn)

)
dA = 0, (5.36)

Step 3. Finally, the remaining unknowns (u, p, G, U i, ωi)
n+1 as well as the Lagrange

multipliers (λi) can be found by solving the Eqs. (5.24)-(5.26) and (5.28) using the particle
configuration and the polymer stress evaluated in the previous two steps:

∫
Ω

2ηsD(v) : D(un+1) dA −
∫

Ω

∇ · v pn+1 dA +

∫
Ω

a(∇v)T : ∇un+1 dA

−
∫

Ω

a(∇v)T : (Gn+1)T dA +
N∑

i=1

〈v − (V i + χi × (x − Xn+1
i ), λn+1

i 〉∂Pi

= −
∫

Ω

D(v) : τ n+1
p dA, (5.37)

∫
Ω

q∇ · un+1 dA = 0, (5.38)

∫
Ω

H : Gn+1 dA −
∫

Ω

H : (∇un+1)T dA = 0, (5.39)

〈μi, u
n+1 − (Un+1

i + ωn+1
i × (x − Xn+1

i ))〉∂Pi
= 0, (i = 1...N) (5.40)

In Step 3, a sparse linear symmetric system needs to be solved. We use a direct method
based on a sparse multi-frontal variant of Gaussian elimination (HSL/MA57) [69]. This
solver is suited for a symmetric matrix because it stores only one half of the full matrix,
saving memory and CPU time. However, since Eq. (5.36) leads to an unsymmetric system,
an unsymmetric sparse direct solver (HSL/MA41) is used [69].

5.4 Bulk stress

By solving the set of equations just presented, one gets the field values in every point of
the domain. However we are also interested in the properties of the material as a whole (=
bulk properties). We use the bulk stress formulation by Batchelor [9] taking into account
a fluid as well a particle contribution, as follows (for the 2D case):

〈σ〉 =
1

A

∫
A

σ dA =
1

A

∫
Af

σ dA +
1

A

∫
∂Ap

σ · nx ds (5.41)

where 〈·〉 is an area average quantity in an area A, Af is the area occupied by the fluid
and ∂Ap is the total particle surface. For a viscoelastic constitutive equation (Eq. (5.3)),
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the bulk stress can be written as:

〈σ〉 = −〈p〉fI + 2ηs〈D〉f + 〈τ p〉f +
1

A

∫
∂Ap

tx ds (5.42)

In this equation t is the traction force on the particle surface and 〈·〉f = 1/A
∫

Af
· dA

is a weighted area average quantity in Af . Note, that, 〈D〉f = 〈D〉 because the rate-
of-deformation tensor is zero inside the particle domain, but we prefer to retain 〈D〉f
for clarity. In Eq. (5.42) the first three terms of the right-hand side represent the fluid
contribution and the integral term is the contribution of all particles.

As discussed in our previous Chapter (see also [75]), this equation is not useful for
the evaluation of the bulk stress in our numerical scheme. Indeed, the pressure and the
polymer stress on the particle boundaries are required. Since these fields are discontinuous
across the particle boundaries, a large error affects the solution close to the particles. The
relationship between the Lagrange multipliers and traction forces acting on the particle
surface can be used instead. In fact, this relationship is still valid in the viscoelastic case,
since the traction force now includes the contribution of the polymer stress:∫

∂Ap

tx ds = 〈λ, x〉 +

∫
Ap

σ̂ dA (5.43)

where:∫
Ap

σ̂ dA = −
∫

Ap

p dA I +

∫
Ap

2ηsD dA +

∫
Ap

τ p dA (5.44)

In theory, the fluid inside the rigid ring moves like a rigid body so D = 0 and τ p = 0 inside
the rigid ring. In the numerical implementation this is only approximately true. However,
as in Chapter IV (and in [75]), we found both contributions can still be neglected and only
the pressure has to be calculated by performing an integration on the particle domain.

Eqs. (5.42) and (5.43) can be combined and the bulk stress is calculated as follows:

〈σ〉 = 〈σ̂〉 +
1

A
〈λ, x〉 (5.45)

where 〈σ̂〉 is the average over the full domain (fluid + particle) of the fluid stress tensor.
Note that this equation is the same for the Newtonian case. Of course, now 〈σ̂〉 includes
the polymer stress also.

The fluid contribution to the bulk stress can be recovered as follows:

〈σ〉f = 〈σ̂〉 − 1

A

∫
Ap

σ dA (5.46)

whereas the particle contribution in Eq. (5.42) can be computed using Eq. (5.43). It should
be noticed that if one is interested in the bulk stress 〈σ〉 only, it is not necessary to evaluate
the integral of fluid stress inside the particles. Instead, if one needs the fluid and particle
contribution separately, the integral of fluid stress tensor inside the objects is required.
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Finally, it is important to point out that Eq. (5.45) is valid only if the particles are
completely immersed in the computational domain, where bulk properties are evaluated.
In our simulation scheme, the particles cross the boundaries of the domain where the bulk
properties are computed [75]. Therefore, a slight change in the area A will be required, as
shown in Sec. 5.5.

5.5 Simulation scheme

In this Section, the basics of our simulation procedure and the computational domain
used in the simulations are briefly presented. For details, refer to the previous Chapter
and [75]. The idea of the scheme is depicted in Figure 5.2. In this picture, four time
sequence frames of the procedure are shown (for simplicity we consider three particles
only). Initially (first frame, t = 0), the particles are positioned randomly inside the fluid.
Each time step we solve the governing equations and we get the local fields. Finally the
particle positions can be updated. The particles will move according to the streamlines and
the hydrodynamic interactions as well (second frame). In the next time step, the particles
will change configuration again (third frame). Note that the particle number “2” is very
close to the right boundary of the domain, so, in the next time step, it would go out. The
basic idea is to randomly relocate the particle “2” on one of the two inflow sections of the
domain (fourth frame). The inflow section is randomly chosen as well as the position of
the particle on this section. Note that when a particle is relocated, its position in the next
time step cannot be updated using the Adams-Bashforth algorithm (Eq. (5.34)), since the
velocity in the previous time step (before the relocation) is required. So, only for this step,
the Euler method (Eq. (5.35)) is used.

The implementation of the scheme needs to satisfy two conditions: i) the particles
should not feel the presence of the boundary conditions imposed on the external bound-

Figure 5.2: Scheme of the simulation procedure: (a) initially, the particles are randomly
distributed in the fluid; (b) the particles move according to the streamlines and hydrody-
namic interactions; (c) the particle “2” is close to the boundary; (d) the particle “2” is
randomly relocated on one of the two inflow sections.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the computational domain. The particles can move
in the A- and B-regions. In the A-region the bulk calculations are performed. When a
particle crosses the outflow sections of the B-region, it is relocated on the inflow sections
of the same region. The elongational flow conditions are imposed on external boundaries
of the C-region.

aries of the computational domain, ii) after the relocation, the polymer stress surrounding
the particles needs to relax before it is taken into account in order to recover the bulk prop-
erties. Therefore, the computational domain is divided in three concentric square regions
as depicted in Figure 5.3.

In the A-region the particles can move and only in this region the bulk properties are
evaluated. So, this region can be considered as the representative frame for the whole
suspension.

In the B-region the particles can move as well and, when they cross the outflow bound-
aries of it, they are relocated randomly on one of the two inflow sections of the same
region. Therefore, the particles in this region affect the particles in the sample A-region,
as should be because the sample region should be surrounded by the remainder part of the
suspension. This region is mandatory because the stress surrounding the particles, after
the relocation, needs time to develop before the particles enter in the A-region in order
to achieve a “developed” state (in a statistical meaning). Moreover, after the relocation,
the polymer stress inside the particle will not be zero but the one corresponding to the
region occupied by the relocated particle before the relocation. Then, in order to preserve
the particle as a rigid-ring, we impose zero stress (c = I or s = log(c) = 0) inside the
relocated particle.
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Figure 5.4: Relative positions of the particles crossing the boundaries of the A-region. The
summation of marked regions gives the particle area inside the square of these particles.

Finally, on the external boundaries of the C-region we impose the elongational flow
boundary conditions (Eqs. (5.8)) and no particle will enter there. This region imposes the
boundary conditions sufficiently far from the particles to avoid wall effects. Of course, this
region should be sufficiently large compared to the particle radius.

Bulk stress calculations are performed in the A-region only. Therefore, particles can be
found on the boundaries dividing region A from B (See particle “2” in Figure 5.3). As a
result, the particle area fraction and bulk stress evaluations in the internal region are not
trivial [75]. For each particle configuration (= each time step), the particle area fraction
is calculated as follows:

φ =

Nint∑
i=1

πR2
p,i +

Ncross∑
i=1

Ac,i

AA-region

(5.47)

The first summation refers to the particles that are completely inside the A-region and Nint

is the number of these particles. The second summation takes into account the areas inside
the A-region of the particles crossing this region (marked areas in Figure 5.4). Therefore,
in Eq. (5.47), Ncross is the number of the particles crossing the boundaries and Ac,i is the
area inside the A-square of these particles. Finally AA-region is the area of the A-region.
The marked areas in Figure 5.4 are evaluated by implementing geometric rules (Pc,i−1 and
Pc,i particles in the figure) or through a Monte-Carlo integration if the particle crosses the
corner of the A-region (Pc,i+1 particle in the figure).

Let us now consider the bulk stress expression Eq. (5.43). As stated above, this formula
is valid only if the particles are completely immersed in the domain. However, we need
to evaluate the bulk stress in the internal region only, where the particles can cross the
corresponding boundaries. We should evaluate the particle stress integral on the part of
the object that is inside this region. Since the ‘real’ stress inside a particle is unknown and
it is not possible to compute the stress contribution of such a particle we need to modify
the domain [75]. The new A-region should fully include all the particles and the ‘average’
domain (in time and space) should still approximate the A-region.

The new computational domain is depicted in Figure 5.5 and it is enclosed by the
bold line: it is given by the A-region plus the external part of the particles crossing the
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square boundaries and with the center inside the square (diagonal marked areas) minus the
internal part of the particles crossing the square boundaries and with the center outside
the square (square marked areas). So, a particle gives a contribution to the bulk stress
only if it is completely inside the A-region or if it crosses the boundary of the A-region and
has the center inside it. In this way, on average in time, the right contribution to the bulk
stress of the particles crossing the A-region can be recovered.

So, the bulk stress formula Eq. (5.45) to the new extended domain is written as follows:

〈σ〉 =

∫
A-region

σ̂ dA −
∫

P
Ac-int

p dA I +

∫
P

Ac-ext

p dA I +

Nint+Nc-int∑
i=1

〈λ, x〉i

AA-region +

Nc-int∑
i=1

Ac-int,i −
Nc-ext∑
i=1

Ac-ext,i

(5.48)

where Nc-int and Nc-ext are the number of particles crossing the boundaries with the center
inside and outside the A-region, respectively; Ac-int and Ac-ext are the areas shown in
Figure 5.5. Note that: i) the area of the extended domain is given by the denominator
of the formula, ii) 〈σ̂〉 is split into 〈σ̂〉A-region + 〈σ̂〉Ac-int

− 〈σ̂〉Ac-ext, iii) the last two terms
are approximated by using the pressure term only, similar to procedure for approximating
Eq. (5.44). This formula is exactly the same as the Newtonian case (Eq. (4.28)) including,
now, the polymer stress in σ̂.

To apply this formula, one needs to evaluate the integral of the pressure on Ac-int and
Ac-ext. This integral is calculated again by performing a Monte-Carlo integration. For
many particles, this method could be expensive in computational time. However, 10000
random points are sufficient for a good accuracy.

Figure 5.5: Relative positions of particles crossing the boundaries of the A-region. The
bulk stress is evaluated in a modified domain, included inside the bold line: the square
region plus the external part of the particles crossing the square boundaries and with the
center inside the square (diagonal marked areas) minus the internal part of the particles
crossing the square boundaries and with the center outside the square (square marked
areas).
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Figure 5.6: Shear (a) and elongational (b) relative viscosities for an unfilled Giesekus fluid.
The shear thinning and strain hardening phenomena are predicted.

5.6 Results

In this Section, we present the results for a concentrated viscoelastic suspension in a planar
elongational flow.

There are three parameters in the Giesekus model: the ratio of the solvent viscosity to
the polymer viscosity, ηs/ηp, the constitutive parameter, α, and the Weissenberg number.
In our simulations, we set ηs = ηp = 1.0 (ηs/ηp = 1) and ε̇ = 0.5 (Wi = 0.5λ).

In Figure 5.6, the relative viscosities in shear (ηr) and elongational (η1,r) flow for a
unfilled Giesekus fluid as functions of Weissenberg number are shown. These viscosities
are given by:

ηr =
σxy

γ̇
· 1

ηs + ηp
(5.49)

η1,r =
(σxx − σyy)

ε̇
· 1

4(ηs + ηp)
(5.50)

where σxx, σxy, σyy are the xx-, xy-, yy-component of the stress tensor and γ̇ and ε̇ are
the shear and elongational rate. The factor “4” in Eq. (5.50) is due to the bi-dimensional
Trouton ratio.

As we can see, the Giesekus model can predict shear thinning and strain hardening
phenomena. The effect of the parameter α on both viscosities is shown. Realistic values
of α are given by 0.05 < α < 0.5 [76]. In our simulations, α = 0.1 is chosen.

The average relative bulk viscosities of the suspension is defined by using the effective
elongational rate [75]:

η1,r =

〈
σxx − σyy

ε̇eff

〉
· 1

4(ηs + ηp)
(5.51)
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Table 5.1: Mesh parameters for A- and C-region.
Symbol Description Value

lA Length of the A-region 1.0
nA Number of elements in the A-region in one coordinate direction 100
lC Length of the C-region 0.25
nC Number of elements in the C-region in one coordinate direction see Table 2

In Eq. (5.51), ε̇eff is an effective elongational rate evaluated by performing the integral of D
over the A-region for every particle configuration. As for the Newtonian case [75], we can
evaluate a time-average relative bulk viscosity by averaging over a sufficiently high number
of time steps (= many configurations). Of course, we will not take into the account the
initial transient phase. Also in this case, 2000 time steps are enough (the bulk properties
do not change if an higher number of time steps are considered).

Finally, we note that occasionally there is a slight overlap of a small number of particles.
As reported in Chapter III (and [75]) this overlapping can be reduced by using an artificial
repulsion force. However, the bulk stress is hardly affected and the differences are within
the statistical fluctuations. Therefore, we decided not to use artificial repulsive forces in
this work.

5.6.1 Code validation/verification

A validation of the code is carried out through a comparison with a boundary fitted method
(PolyF low c©). The simple test problem of a single particle at the center of a square domain
is chosen. The results (not presented here) show the same features of the Newtonian case
[75]: i) the discontinuity of pressure and polymer stress cannot accurately be predicted
by the fictitious domain method and ii) the number of collocation points is a crucial
choice in order to assure an accurate solution (especially regarding the bulk properties). A
preliminary analysis has shown that the right number of collocation points is the same as
the Newtonian case.

The mesh used is slightly different from the one used in Chapter III. Regular square
elements are again chosen to discretize the A-region and coarser trapezoidal elements are
chosen for the C-region (the mesh parameters are reported in Table 5.1 with the meaning
of the symbols in the Figure 5.3). However, in this work, trapezoidal elements are chosen
in the B-region as well, whereas in [75], for the B-region, squares were used. In particular,
in the present simulations, a finer trapezoidal element is chosen close to the A-region
boundaries so the fields are accurately solved when the particles approaching the internal
region. A comparison between the two meshes showed a difference in the bulk properties
less than 0.5% against a substantial decreasing in the CPU time and memory. The mesh
parameters for the B-region depend on the distance between its boundaries and the A-
region ones, as discussed below. Finally, a constant time step Δt = 0.05 is chosen.

In order to discuss about the impact of higher Wi on the suspension properties, the
influence of the length of the B-region lB (see Figure 5.3) on the bulk properties has been
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investigated. As discussed in Section 5.5, a region between the internal and external one is
mandatory for viscoelastic suspensions. Indeed, after the relocation, the stress surrounding
a particle needs to be developed. It would seem that lB should be proportional to the
Weissenberg number. Indeed, for a relaxation time two times higher, the particle needs
approximately a distance that is two times as long in order to develop the surrounding
stress distribution. This would lead to a huge B-region for high Weissenberg numbers.
Luckily, we will show this is really necessary only for dilute systems, since, in concentrated
suspensions, the interactions between the particles become more important then the local
stress around the particles (when in isolation).

In order to verify this, we have performed simulations for two different Weissenberg
numbers, 0.5 and 1.0, by varying lB from 0.125 to 1.0 (we point out that Wi = 1.0 is the
highest Wi exploited in this work). A 150-particle system is considered with Rp = 0.030.
Again, the Giesekus model with α = 0.1 is used to model the viscoelastic medium. The
mesh parameters are reported in Table 5.2. The number of elements in the B- and C-region
are chosen such that, even when a particle is relocated, a good discretization inside the
particle is assured. Note that with lB = 0 a two-region scheme is recovered (the B-region
is suppressed). Furthermore, simulations for a single particle and Wi = 0.1 show that
lB = 0.25 is sufficient such that the particle completely develops the polymer stress after
the relocation and before entering the A-region. Thus, for Wi = 0.5 and Wi = 1.0, we
expect lB at least five and ten times that distance, respectively, i.e. lB = 1.25 and lB = 2.5.
Since the dimension of the B-region changes, it is necessary to modify the total number of
particles in order to perform simulations at the same particle area fraction (chosen about
0.20). The results are shown in Figure 5.7, where the average relative bulk viscosities η1,r

are plotted versus lB. In both cases we observe an increasing behavior. First of all, the
viscosities corresponding to the minimum and maximum distance investigated are close to

Figure 5.7: Average relative bulk viscosities as a function of the length of B-region. The
results for Wi = 0.5 (a) and Wi = 1.0 (b) are plotted.
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Table 5.2: Mesh parameters for the B- and C-region.
lB nB + nC

0.125 15
0.250 20
0.375 25
0.500 30
0.625 35
0.750 40
0.875 45
1.000 50

each other (the difference is ∼= 1% for Wi = 0.5 and ∼= 1.5% for Wi = 1.0). Furthermore,
there exists a value for lB beyond which the viscosities do not change anymore. These
values (0.625 for Wi = 0.5 and 0.750 for Wi = 1.0) are by far less than the expected ones
(i.e. 1.25 for Wi = 0.5 and 2.5 for Wi = 1.0). Therefore, the local development of the stress
tensor field due to the inter-particle interactions is more important than the distribution
of stress around the particles (as if it were in isolation). In our simulations, lB = 0.5 will
be used for Wi = 0.5 and Wi = 1.0, since this choice does not affect the bulk properties
(the difference with lB = 1.0 is less than 0.1% in both cases) and leads to a reasonable
computational time (as already mentioned, lB = 0.25 is instead chosen for Wi = 0.1).

5.6.2 Simulation results

The first results presented now refer to a simulation of a 150-particle problem with Rp =
0.03 (corresponding to φ ∼= 0.20). The trend of the velocity, pressure and stress local
fields look qualitatively like the Newtonian suspension [75]. Indeed, for an example, the
local distribution of xx-component of the stress tensor shows the highest values along the
horizontal direction between two particles and the lowest values along the vertical one, as
for the Newtonian case. However, in this case, the maximum value of this component of
the stress tensor is higher than the Newtonian one: indeed, now, there is also the polymer
contribution to the bulk stress.

More interesting are the local distributions of the trace of the conformation tensor c.
In Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 the contour plots of tr c, for Wi = 0.1, Wi = 0.5 and Wi = 1.0
respectively, are reported. These snapshots are taken after the transient phase and only
the A-region is depicted.

For an unfilled Giesekus fluid, the trace of c values, for the three Wi exploited, are
tr c|Wi=0.1,φ=0 = 2.07, tr c|Wi=0.5,φ=0 = 4.65 and tr c|Wi=1.0,φ=0 = 13.03. Firstly, we can
observe the existence of regions where the fluid is more (white zones) and less (dark zones)
stretched than the unfilled polymer. Furthermore, for high Weissenberg numbers, these
highly stretched regions seem to be localized in narrow bands, suggesting highly oriented
regions where polymer molecules are induced along these directions. Such a phenomenon
can affect the final behavior and mechanical properties of the suspension (for example by
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Figure 5.8: Contour plot of the trace of the conformation tensor for a 150-particle system
and Wi = 0.1

Figure 5.9: Contour plot of the trace of the conformation tensor for a 150-particle system
and Wi = 0.5
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Figure 5.10: Contour plot of the trace of the conformation tensor for a 150-particle system
and Wi = 1.0

enhancing the nucleation and crystallization processes during processing of the material).
Finally the stretched regions quickly disappear for Wi = 0.1 since the polymer stress relaxes
fast. Instead, a higher Wi leads to the existence of the stretched zones that survive much
longer.

In Figure 5.11, the relative bulk viscosities versus time for different Weissenberg num-
bers are plotted. The system simulated and the parameters are the same as the Figures 5.8-
5.10. In this figure, the trend of the viscosity for a Newtonian suspension with the same
number and radius of particles (= same area fraction) is also depicted. First of all, the
start-up for the viscoelastic suspension can be noticed: at t = 0 the polymer stress is 0
and only the solvent contributes to the bulk viscosity. Despite of this, the curves don’t
start exactly from the same viscosity value since the initial configuration of the particles
(chosen randomly) changes. So, the stress distribution in the suspension will be different.
However, for t = 0, the suspension bulk stress is the Newtonian one with the same particle
initial configuration. Then, for t > 0, the polymeric stress starts to develop and an increas-
ing trend of the viscosity in time can be observed. Notice that the startup of the higher
Weissenberg numbers (Wi = 0.5 and Wi = 1.0) seems to be somewhat delayed compared
to the smaller ones ((Wi = 0.05 and Wi = 0.1). A true steady state (= a viscosity con-
stant in time) cannot be achieved, since the particles go in and out the internal square and
the structure changes every time step. So, the viscosity shows fluctuations. Finally, the
average relative bulk viscosity for the viscoelastic suspension is lower than the Newtonian
one, for low Wi values and vice versa if Wi is increased.
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Figure 5.11: Relative bulk viscosities as a function of time for different Weissenberg num-
bers. For viscoelastic suspensions a start-up can be noticed.

Figure 5.12 shows the average relative bulk viscosities as a function of the particle area
fraction for different Wi. The solid curves refer to the viscoelastic suspension simulations
whereas the dashed line is the trend of the average relative bulk viscosity for the Newtonian
case (the same curve reported in Figure 4.23). Again, the simulated systems refer to 150
particles and the particle area fraction is modified by varying the particle radius. For dilute
systems (the three symbols on the curves corresponding to the lowest φ values, except, of
course, the symbol for φ = 0 evaluated analytically for an unfilled fluid), we changed the
number of the particles in the whole domain (Np) as reported in Table 5.3.

First of all, we can notice an increase in the bulk viscosity by increasing both the

Figure 5.12: Average relative bulk viscosities as a function of the particle area fraction for
different Weissenberg numbers (solid lines) and for a Newtonian suspension (dashed line).
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Table 5.3: Number of particles used to simulate dilute systems.
Wi Np φ
0.1 20 0.0281
0.1 40 0.0551
0.1 60 0.0810
0.5 35 0.0255
0.5 70 0.0517
0.5 110 0.0816
1.0 35 0.0278
1.0 70 0.0504
1.0 110 0.0837

Figure 5.13: Strain hardening parameter versus the particle area fraction for different
Weissenberg numbers (solid lines) and for a Newtonian suspension (dashed line).

particle area fraction (according to an exponential-like trend) and the Weissenberg number.
Furthermore, the viscoelastic curves show a smaller slope than the Newtonian curve: as a
consequence, in the particle area fraction range investigated, the intersection point between
the viscoelastic curves and the Newtonian one moves to higher area fractions, if Wi is
higher.

It is well known from experimental results of concentrated suspensions in elongational
flow that adding particles will reduce the extent of strain hardening [77, 18]. To quantify
the effect of the Weissenberg number, the strain hardening parameter λs is introduced in
the experimental extensional literature [18, 78]:

λs =
η1,r(Wi, φ, t)

η1,r(Wi = 0, φ, t)
(5.52)

In words: the strain hardening parameter is the ratio of the extensional viscosity at
time t and the particle area fraction φ at a given Wi over the extensional viscosity at the
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same time and area fraction but for Wi = 0. Since in Figure 5.12, the average pseudo-
steady state relative bulk viscosities are plotted, in our case λs is given by the ratio of the
viscoelastic viscosity at a fixed φ over the viscosity of the Newtonian system at the same
φ. Experimental results show that λs is a decreasing function of the area fraction, at a
fixed Wi, whereas it is an increasing function of Wi, at a fixed φ [18].

Our calculations qualitatively agree. In Figure 5.13, λs versus φ is plotted for the
Wi values previously considered. Of course, for the Newtonian case, λs is equal to 1.0
independently from the particle area fraction (dashed line). As we can see, the strain
hardening effect is reduced by increasing the particle concentration. Furthermore, the
values for Wi = 0.1 are below the Newtonian ones when φ is higher than 0.05: the strain
hardening has completely disappeared. On the contrary, if we observe the curve for the
highest Wi exploited, the strain hardening decreases but does not vanish, at least in the φ
range investigated. However, one should consider that our quantitative values are strictly
related to the viscoelastic model and the parameters chosen.

Finally, the trend of η̄1,r and λs as function of Wi is shown in Figure 5.14. The solid
line is the relative viscosity of an unfilled fluid, whereas the solid circles refers to a filled
suspension with φ = 0.20. The open circles is the trend of λs for φ = 0.20. In this plot,
the λs curve is the η̄1,r one scaled by a factor equal to the viscosity of the Newtonian
suspension, for the same area fraction. As expected, an increase of the relative viscosity
for a suspension compared with the unfilled fluid is predicted. It is important to point out
that for an unfilled fluid, the average relative bulk viscosity and λs are the same. Hence,
since the open circles are below the unfilled fluid one for every Wi, a reduction of strain
hardening is predicted in the whole range of Wi exploited, as experimentally observed.
Moreover, λs shows initially a decreasing trend with Wi, then a minimum is achieved and
it increases for higher Wi.

Figure 5.14: Average relative bulk viscosity (solid circles) and strain hardening parameter
(open circles) versus the Weissenberg number for φ ∼= 0.20. The viscosity for an unfilled
Giesekus fluid is reported as well (solid line).
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The effects just shown can be explained by considering that the flow in between the
objects in the suspension is not in a pure elongational flow and a mixture of elongational
and shear flow is present. In this regard, let us consider the contour plots of the distribution
of local Weissenberg number:

Wiloc = λ
√

1/2(D : D) (5.53)

shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, for Wi = 0.1 and Wi = 1.0, respectively. First of all, we
can see that the Wiloc values are higher that the external imposed one.

In particular, the highest values are where two or more particles are close to each
other (white zones). Furthermore the particles rotate and shear each other by the effect
of hydrodynamic interactions. The combination of these two effects suggests that the fluid
between near particles is sheared as well, where the Weissenberg number is higher. As
the Figure 5.6 shows, the shear thinning phenomenon occurs and leads to the decreasing
of the viscosity previously predicted. This effect is not so important for low Wi values
since, as the Figure 5.6 states, the shear thinning (also for Wi = 0.5) does not lead to a
considerable reduction in the viscosity. On the contrary, for Wi = 1.0, when Wiloc can
be very high (about 4.0), the viscosity can decrease significantly. So, the strain hardening
reduction is especially observed for high Weissenberg numbers, as shown in Figure 5.14.
Hence, the analysis just carried out suggests that the ratio between shear thinning and
strain hardening might be a very important parameter since it affects significantly the
bulk viscosity of the suspension.

Finally, a comparison with the theoretical analysis carried out in Chapter II (and in
[14, 15, 16]) is done. According to the analytical predictions for a second-order fluid (SOF),
λs decreases with φ and increases with Wi. It is important to point out that in Chapter
II we consider a dilute system (so the theory is valid only for low φ) and the SOF model
(and the perturbative technique used) is rigorous only for very low Weissenberg numbers
(0 ≤ Wi ≤ 0.15). In this range, this model can be assumed like the asymptote for more
realistic viscoelastic models. The results presented here predict a similar behavior with
regard of the dependence on the area fraction: it’s clear from Figure 5.13 that λs decreases
with φ, also for the lowest Wi value exploited.

A more complex discussion regards the λs dependence on the Weissenberg number.
In Figure 5.14 we can see that, for small Wi where the SOF is valid, the behavior is
the opposite with respect to the dilute theory. However, the results shown in this figure
refer to a strongly non-dilute suspension, where the theory is not valid anymore. Hence,
we deduce that hydrodynamic interactions play a crucial role when the number of the
particles increases. This would confirm what we previously said: the λs reduction when
Wi is increased is due to the shear flows between the particles. These flows, in fact, do not
arise in a dilute system since the particles are so far that do not feel the presence of each
other.

Instead, observing the region of Figure 5.13 corresponding to small area fraction, we
see that the viscoelastic curves are higher than the Newtonian one, even for the smallest
Wi exploited. So, by fixing φ sufficiently small to consider a dilute system, an increasing
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Figure 5.15: Contour plot of the local Weissenberg number for a 150-particle system and
Wi = 0.1.

Figure 5.16: Contour plot of the local Weissenberg number for a 150-particle system and
Wi = 1.0.
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trend of λs with Wi is observed, in qualitative agreement with the results in Chapter II
(and [14, 15, 16]). A quantitative comparison cannot be carried out since we simulated 2D
systems whereas in Chapter II a 3D problem is considered.

However, the main objective of this work is to characterize the rheology of concentrated
suspensions and so the developed method is proper to manage systems with an high number
of particles. If one is interested in the dilute suspensions, very good theoretical results,
that have been confirmed experimentally too, are available in the literature.

5.7 Conclusions

In this Chapter, numerical results of simulations of concentrated rigid particle viscoelastic
suspensions are presented. An external elongational flow is imposed and the viscoelastic
medium has been modeled like a Giesekus fluid in order to take into account the typical
phenomenon of strain hardening in such a flow field.

The simulation scheme used has been presented in the previous Chapter and in [75]
and it is based on a random relocation of the particles on the inflow boundaries when they
go out the outflow ones. The three-region scheme used allows to manage a relatively small
computational domain and impose the external boundary conditions far from the particles.
As remarked in Chapter III and in [75], the particles cannot move in the external region
and are relocated on the inflow boundaries of the intermediate one. As a consequence, after
relocation and before the particle enters into the internal region (where the bulk properties
are evaluated), the polymer stress tensor has time to develop.

A fictitious domain is also used and the particles are discretized through their bound-
aries only (rigid-ring description). Finally, the rigid-body motion is imposed by means of
Lagrange multipliers. According to this scheme, a time-independent, fixed, regular mesh
can be used without any deformation of the domain (so no remeshing is needed).

Finally, a steady state in a statistical meaning can be achieved and the micro-structural
interactions can be studied.

The scheme is combined with a DEVSS-G/SUPG formulation and the log-conformation
representation of the constitutive equation is used, leading to an increase of the numerical
stability of the method.

The bulk properties are calculated by using the Batchelor formula where a particle as
well as a fluid contribution is taken into account.

A code validation/verification shows the same features remarked in Chapter III and in
[75]: i) the number of collocation points affects the bulk properties and ii) the discontinuity
of pressure and stresses through the particle boundaries cannot be predicted. However,
a similar relationship between the stress tensor and Lagrange multipliers is obtained so
the bulk calculations can be successfully performed. Moreover, preliminary simulations
showed that the size of the intermediate region can be chosen relatively small in order to
get a good accuracy. Indeed, the hydrodynamic interactions between the particles seem to
be more important than the development of the viscoelastic stress after the relocation.

The local distribution of the conformation tensor shows the presence of highly oriented
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regions. Moreover, the presence of particles lead to non-uniform fluid zones where the
polymer is less or more stretched than the unfilled one. The prediction of these regions
can be useful in processes where the polymer molecule orientation plays a crucial role.

The average relative bulk viscosities, evaluated over many configurations, show an
increasing behavior with respect to the particle area fraction and Weissenberg number.
However, the slope of these curves is found to be less steep than the Newtonian one. As a
consequence, we found a decreasing strain hardening parameter with increasing the particle
fraction. This effect is exactly what the experimental data show [18] so our calculations
are in qualitative agreement with them, predicting the reduction of the strain hardening.

This phenomenon can be explained by considering that, by means of the particle mo-
tion, the fluid in between the inclusions is sheared. An analysis of the local Weissenberg
number shows the highest values (greater than the external imposed one) occur where the
polymer is sheared. This effect enhances the shear thinning, leading to the decreasing of
the elongational bulk viscosity experimentally (and numerically) observed.

Finally, a good qualitative agreement with a dilute SOF theory is also found whereas a
quantitative comparison cannot be assessed since our calculations are limited to 2D case. In
this regard, our relocation scheme can be easily extended to 3D, however the computational
demands on memory and CPU time for the currently employed direct solver would restrict
the system to very low resolutions. Use of iterative solvers and a parallel implementation
will be required to resolve this problem.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, a study of solid particles in a viscoelastic suspending liquid is carried out
by means of numerical simulations. It’s well known from the experimental literature on
this topic that the presence of particles alter the fluid dynamic of the fluid and leads to
rheological non linear phenomena, even if the matrix shows a Newtonian behavior. A
crucial parameter is then the particle volume fraction that classifies the suspensions in
dilute (< 5−6%) and concentrated (up to 30−40%). It’s quite obvious that the diluteness
hypotheses simplifies the problem since only a single particle needs to take into account,
being the others sufficiently far such that no interaction arises. Under the other hypotheses
(assumed throughout the work) of spherical, non-Brownian, buoyancy free particles and
neglecting the inertia of the particles as well as of the fluid, the analysis is firstly carried
out for a dilute viscoelastic suspension, extending the study to concentrated ones in the
second part of this thesis.

A continuum approach is used, i.e. the simulations are performed by solving the balance
equations for such a system (continuity and momentum), in general coupled with a consti-
tutive equation representing a particular viscoelastic model. The finite element method is
used and proper stabilization techniques are introduced when required (high Weissenberg
number). By solving the governing equations, the local fields (pressure, velocity and stress
tensor) can be obtained. The properties of the material considered as a whole (= bulk
properties) are then recovered by implementing a standard averaging procedure [9].

In Chapter II, we start the analysis by choosing a simple constitutive equation for the
medium, i.e. the “Second Order Fluid”. This model is the most general properly invariant
stress tensor quadratic in the velocity gradient [33] and is valid for slow and slowly varying
flow [33] (low Weissenberg number). This features allows to use a perturbative technique
considering the Weissenberg number as perturbative parameter. Therefore, analytical ex-
pressions for the local fields can be obtained and, finally, an analytical prediction for the
bulk stress tensor is recovered. These analytical results are confirmed by 3D numerical sim-
ulations. Since the SOF stress tensor is explicitly related to velocity gradients, a standard
velocity - pressure formulation is implemented.

For simple shear flow, the analytical results show a bulk viscosity equal to the Einstein
prediction, in the whole Wi−range exploited. Instead, in uniaxial elongational flow, the
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presence of particles leads to an high viscosity then the unfilled fluid, which increases with
Wi as well. Regarding the normal stress differences in shear, bulk N1 increases with Wi
and is independent of SOF constitutive parameter whereas a non-zero bulk N2 is found,
decreasing with Wi.

Our predictions are in excellent agreement with the numerical simulations and in qual-
itatively agreement with experimental data found in literature.

In Chapter III, the SOF theory is abandoned and the analysis is focused to non-
vanishing Weissenberg number (up to 2.5). More realistic viscoelastic equations need to be
considered and the choice is so made that different non-linear phenomena can be separately
taken into account. A cubic cell with the sphere at the center is chosen so, under simple
shear flow, it can only rotate. However, the rotation rate is unknown in advance, if a
suspending viscoelastic liquid is considered. Therefore, by imposing the rigid-body motion
on the sphere surface by means of constraints, the angular velocity is added as additional
unknown and can be recovered by solving the full system of equations.

About the rotation of the sphere, our simulations results are able to capture the ex-
perimentally observed [20] slowing down. However, a purely viscous shear thinning model
(Bird-Carreau) is not sufficient to predict such a slowing down. Therefore, this effect seems
to be related to normal stresses. In particular, the Maxwell model predicts the slowest ro-
tation whereas the Giesekus and Phan-Thien Tanner curves lie in between the Maxwell
and Newtonian ones. However, the additional constitutive parameter of GSK and PTT
models strongly affect the slope of these curves.

The bulk rheology of such a suspension is then investigated. For Maxwell model, the
viscosity shows a slight shear thins behaviour even if the unfilled fluid predicts a constant
viscosity. Furthermore, the presence of the particles increase bulk N1 with respect to the
pure fluid and, surprisingly, lead to non zero bulk second normal stress differences.

The steady state bulk viscosity and N1 for PTT and GSK shows a similar behaviour
and both are higher then the corresponding unfilled fluid quantity. As in Maxwell, a non
zero second normal stress difference is found for PTT if particles are added into the fluid.
The influence of the particle concentration is also investigated. Our simulations predict
a decreasing bulk N1 and a increasing bulk N2 (in absolute value) if the volume fraction
is increased. These results are in qualitatively agreement with experimental data from
literature [17]. Finally, an excellent agreement with SOF analytical predictions is also
found, for vanishing Weissenberg number.

In the second part of this thesis (Chapter IV and V), the diluteness hypothesis is
removed. Due to the high particle concentration, hydrodynamic interactions need to be
taken into account. The approach used is based on the Direct Numerical Simulations
where the governing equations for the fluid and the rigid-body motion for the solid are
directly solved (coupled through the no-slip boundary conditions and force-free and torque-
free conditions). In order to easily manage the particle motion, a fictitious domain is
implemented together a rigid ring description of particle boundary [30, 28].

To handle a sufficiently small computational domain representing an infinite frame of
the suspension, periodic conditions should be imposed. This concept has been applied
successfully for shearing flows [28, 27]. On the contrary, a periodic domain in elongational
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flow leads to the necessity to consider stretching frame and limits the highest Wi that can
be achieved [29].

Therefore, we implemented a new simulation scheme for direct simulation of concen-
trated particle suspensions in planar elongational flow. The basic idea is to relocate a
particle on the inflow boundary of the domain when it crosses the outflow sections. The
simulation scheme is based on a three-layer domain in order to impose the planar elonga-
tional flow boundary conditions sufficiently far from the particles and calculate the steady
state properties (in a statistical meaning) of the suspension. We don’t need to deform
the computational domain (so no remeshing and projection are required) and no periodic
boundary condition is imposed.

The scheme is applied to concentrated Newtonian suspensions first, in order to validate
the code and compare with [29]. A many-particle problem (150 and 225 particles) is solved
and the local distribution of the flow and stress fields as well as the bulk properties are
evaluated.

The results showed a very good agreement with dilute theory as well as numerical sim-
ulations from [29]. In particular, for low particle area fractions, the relative bulk viscosity
approaches the Einstein’s analytical solution. By increasing the area fraction, the viscosity
increases as well according to an exponential-like trend, as shown in the experiments.

The scheme has been extended to viscoelastic suspensions and the fluid has been mod-
eled like a Giesekus fluid. The local distribution of the conformation tensor shows the
presence of highly oriented regions. In addition, the presence of particles lead to non-
uniform fluid zones where the polymer is less or more stretched than the pure one [71].

The average relative bulk viscosities, evaluated over many configurations, show an
increasing behavior with respect to the particle area fraction and Weissenberg number.
However, the slope of these curves is found to be less steep than the Newtonian one. As a
consequence, we found a decreasing strain hardening parameter with increasing the particle
fraction. This effect is exactly what the experimental data show so our calculations are in
qualitative agreement with them, predicting the reduction of the strain hardening.
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Appendix A

Derivation of vSOF = 0 on the sphere
surface

In this Appendix we demonstrate Eq. (2.18). At order Wi, the general expression for vSOF

is (Eq. (2.20) in the text):

vSOF = v1D
∞D∞ :: uuuuu +v2D

∞ · D∞ : uuu +v3D
∞ : D∞ u +

v4D
∞ : uu D∞ · u + v5D

∞ · D∞ · u + v6A
∞ : uuu +v7A

∞ · u (A.1)

where, on the sphere surface, the coefficients vi are real numbers (as yet unknown). We
recall that the terms appearing in the RHS of Eq. (A.1) are mutually independent, as
they have irreducible tensorial forms. Since the velocity must be tangential to the sphere
surface, the coefficients v1, v2, v3 and v6 must all be zero, because the corresponding
terms are directed along u. Regarding the remaining three velocity terms, their radial
components must be nil, that is:

vSOF · u = v4(1)D∞D∞ :: uuuu +v5(1)D∞ · D∞ : uu +v7(1)A∞ : uu= 0 (A.2)

Again, in view of the mutual independence of the terms in Eq. (A.2), the coefficients v4,
v5, and v7 must be individually nil. Consequently, vSOF = 0 on the sphere surface.

Seemingly, in the above derivation, no use is done of the freely rotating condition (at
order Wi). This is a consequence of the adoption, in the expansion procedure, of properly
invariant, irreducible tensorial forms. Indeed, the torque free condition at order Wi reads:∫

4π

u × T SOF · u dA =

∫
4π

u × wSOFdA = 0 (A.3)

where wSOF is a properly invariant order−Wi vector (equal in form to the vSOF vector):

wSOF = w1D
∞D∞ :: uuuuu +w2D

∞ · D∞ : uuu +w3D
∞ : D∞ u +

w4D
∞ : uu D∞ · u + w5D

∞ · D∞ · u + w6A
∞ : uuu +w7A

∞ · u (A.4)

In the surface integral (Eq. (A.3)), all the scalar coefficients wi are evaluated at r = 1.
However, the surface integral turns out to be zero independently of the values of those
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coefficients. Indeed, it is readily seen that the cross product of u with the first, second,
third and sixth terms in the RHS of Eq. (A.4) is nil (because u × u = 0). The surface
integrals of the three remaining terms are shown to be zero by inspection. (It can be shown
that this latter result directly stems from the symmetric nature of the tensors D∞ and
A∞.)

Thus, the adoption of an irreducible representation for order−Wi vectors from one
hand empties the freely rotating condition, Eq. (2.7), but on the other hand allows one to
readily determine vSOF = 0 on the sphere surface.



Appendix B

Deviatoric bulk stress of MSOF

In this appendix we compute the deviatoric bulk stress by surface integration of the dyad
MSOF , see Eq. (2.36) in the text. In order to perform the surface integration, the following
identities are needed:∫

4π

uiujdA =
4π

3
δij (B.1)

∫
4π

uiujukuldA =
4π

15
(δijδkl + 2 terms) (B.2)

∫
4π

uiujukulumundA =
4π

105
(δijδklδmn + 14 terms) (B.3)

where, in the RHS of Eq. (B.2) and (B.3), appropriate index permutation is implied. The
seven integrals from the dyad MSOF are then straightforwardly calculated:

∫
4π

D∞D∞ :: uuuuuu dA =
4π

105
(2D∞ : D∞I + 8D∞ · D∞) (B.4)

∫
4π

D∞ · D∞ : uuuu dA =
4π

15
(D∞ : D∞I + 2D∞ · D∞) (B.5)

∫
4π

D∞ : D∞ uudA =
4π

3
D∞ : D∞I (B.6)

∫
4π

D∞ : uu D∞ · uudA =
8π

15
D∞ · D∞ (B.7)

∫
4π

D∞ · D∞ · uudA =
4π

3
D∞ · D∞ (B.8)

∫
4π

A∞ : uuuu dA =
8π

15
(2D∞ : D∞I + A∞) (B.9)

∫
4π

A∞ · uudA =
4π

3
A∞ (B.10)
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By grouping terms, the nondimensional deviatoric bulk stress at order Wi reads:

〈τ SOF 〉
φ

= (
8

35
m1 +

2

5
m2 +

2

5
m4 + m5)D

∞ · D∞ + (
2

5
m6 + m7)A

∞ (B.11)

The coefficients mi of the dyad MSOF (evaluated at r = 1) needed in Eq. (B.11) are:

m1 = −25

2
(B.12)

m2 =
5

4
(14 + b) (B.13)

m3 =
52 − b

56
(B.14)

m4 =
5

16
(4 + b) (B.15)

m5 =
5

56
(−76 + 9 b) (B.16)

m6 = 0 (B.17)

m7 =
5

2
(B.18)

By inserting these coefficients into Eq. (B.11), and by adding the contribution from volume
integrals, the total stress at order Wi is finally obtained, Eq. (2.37) and Eq. (2.38) in the
text.
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